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NEW BANK FINDS FAVOR

A Sunday Trip Which Reveals a Town Larger Than Chairman Welch Issues Appeal Through Knox County Crowded Theatre Hears Verbal Clashes, But Sentiment
Chapter Of Red Cross
Crystalizes in Favor Of Stock Selling
Rockland Perched On Small Island

AIbPrt T °‘iVer
superintendent of the Auguste dis(By The Roving Reporter)
,
trlCt at the annual meeting of the
Emerging
from
a
winter's
hiberna

Maine Methodist conference. Among
the appointments for that district (in tion I fared forth Sunday on my flrst
which Knox County ts located) were: trip of the season. Thc itinerary wa.*
«*•
Eternity gives nothing back of T
Camden—A. F. Luce.
somewhat suggestive of a foreign tour,
** what one leaves out of the —
Friendship and Cushing—W. E. but though I visited Rome I saw not
minutes.—Schiller.
*
Lewis.
the Seven Hills; though I passed
North Waldoboro and Orff's Corner ]
through Peru I did not set foot on
THE TRUEST THRIFT
—Mrs. E. R, Greene.
True charity ls truest thrift.
South American soil; though I tread
Richmond—G. E Edgett.
More than repaid for every gift
By grateful prayers enroll'd on high.
Rockland—C. E. Brooks.
the soil of Mexico I did not cross
And Its own heart's sweet eulogy,
Rockport—P. P. Fowle.
Uncle Sam's boundary line; though
Which, like the perfume-giving rose
Possesses still whst It bestows
Stonington i federated)—John Fitz I rode through the streets of Canton
Paul Chatfield.
patrick..
—Taken from the “Tin Trumpet,"
London. 1836
Swan's Island (federated)—W C. I saw no evidences of Japanese invaj sion; though I passed in fairly close
Osgood.
Thomaston
(federated)—H. E. ' proximity to Paris the shadow of
Leach.
I Eiffel Tower did not darken my pathUnion and Washington—R. H I way
Moyle.
Buys a Pair of
Prom which remarks the average
Vinalhaven—N. P. Atwood.
' reader will have guessed that my
YOUTHS’ or BOYS’
Waldoboro and Winslow's Mills-A. journeyings carried me among tlie
G. Davis.
hills of Oxford County, as such was
Winthrop—I. H. Lidstone. •
indeed the case
lUhi^and’roiSolldated^wu^tha’oaMttr

15 1JS
F,T Pre"* <*» established
the Tribune nThiieCpiSf™ ron^ltdited
March 17. 1897
_____________________ ’

Rockland which may be fairly Knox County Chapter of the , The tremendous interest which th? with au appreciation in thc bond
reached Togus, and there, as though
public rightfully feels tn the aifairs market, it will not be as great as ap
nature had waved a magic wand the considered as a neighbor to flre- American Red Cross:
"Destructive
fire
Ellsworth,
Maine,
j
of
the Rockland National Bank and peared six weeks ago.
stricken
Ellsworth,
is
being
asked
willows had spread forth their spring
Mr. Isaacson then described the
with several million dollars loss to j Security Trust Company manifested
finery of light green. Just why the
business and residence property j itself last night when nearly 900 per- new element which entered into the
line of demarcation should be so
HundTed families homeless and sons jammed thelr way Into Park situation witn the closing of the
closely drawn between Cooper's Mills
and Togus was not easily to be ex
piactically ail furniture and house Theatre to attend a meeting called Security Trust Company, and how it
plained.
hold goods destroyed!. Red Gross for the depositors of the former in had been ln the minds ol two groups
Just outside of Union the plow
is handling relief. Extent of actual stitution. There were, of course, of men that tt might be best for this
man had been at work on a hillside
need not determined. Your Chap many of thc idly curious in thc crowd, community that one bank be elimi
farm, and had turned up a staggering
ter help desired.
Please mak? but the bulk of the audience was com nated. and that there come into exist
array of boulders large and small. It
strong appeal for contributions to posed of patrons of the two banks, ence one national bank—sound ano
did not seem possible that this land
i Red Cross relief fund, making remit- many of whom liad come from dis liquid. Tire new bank would take
over in the near future some of the
tant towns.
could be transformed into profitable
' tances this office.''
assets of the Security Trust Comp my
Following
the
explanation
of
the
farming acres, but I knew that the
While not exactly certain as to
This would need thc approval of tlie
proposed
nc.v
bank
plan
by
Peter
A.
indomitable spirit of the Knox Coun
what is required. Mr. Welch is ask
t.saacon. there developed a general Fedeial Reserve Bank of Boston and
ty agriculturist would triumph.
ing for voluntary financial contrian appraisal to ascertain how much
It will test your powers of credulity
■ buttons, which will be promptly debate, in which sarcasm and ani
of the assets would be acceptable tor
mosity
were
sometimes
very
close
to
when I tell you that we had traveled
j turned over to the Red Cross if left
Si national bank
thc
surface.
The
crowd
could
not
bit
26 miles before we met another auto
1 at or sent to The Courier-Gazette
Tills means that the new bank
termed a hostile one. and most of
mobile and 32 miles before we passed
1 office. The need is urgent and does
the attacks werc greeted with sallies wil] require more capital, as every
one. The first horse-drawn vehicle
not admit ot delay. Do it now. and
of laughter, although there was an bank about to open must have a capi
was encountered near Belgrade. I
to the best extent that your conundercurrent which showed not a few tal of $1 for every $10 ol deposits.
made allowance for the hour's differ
’ dition will permit. It might b"
in sympathy with the questioning at The idea is to take over half a mil
ence in time, and for the time-hon
1 Rockland's turn next, and if for no
AN L'M'SL’AI. OPPORTl'NITV
up to size 6
With Edward Gonia piloting his ored desire to snooze on the Sabbath
titude represented by Rodney I. lion dollars of the Security assets and
Is now being presented to a limited
i other reason the city would not want
number ot reliable men to start tn smooth-running Chevrolet sedan, wc mom. but it did seem incredible that
Thompson, Robert H. House ar.d a from time to time to take over more.
Rev.
George
II.
Welch,
chairman
of
business without capital or experience
! to feel that it had not done its
This will release $500,000 to deposi
few others.
In Rockland and surrounding territory. set forth from Rockland at 8 o'clock there oould be so few persons abroad
Knox County Red Cross Chapter
share.
WALK-OVER SIGN
by a company that has astonished the Sunday morning. There .was a di
In thc end there was a strong senti tors.
1
between
the
hours
of
8
and
9
on
any
business
world
with
Its
achievements
1
...
,
-------------------ROCKLAND.
MAINE
• • • •
in spite of depression, whose record troct chill in the atmosphere, and a | pieasant day. We had the right of - -------------—----------------------------- ' “I have always found Rockland ment in favor of the "forward move
to do its share toward relieving people punctual and generous." said ment." which meant the organization
over a period of years, and particularly strong suggestion Of the “partial i
v
-,
h
R
,.p
n
~
anr
„
This
makes
it necessary to raise
the last two years, prove that there ls
.
a V€n«^nce
opportunity ln these times for an ln- cloudiness" which v
E. n
B. Did»vw$t
Rideout had I _ . . .
tok, Qf frejjh egg. suffering and want in the latter city, Chairman Welch yesterday and this of a new bank, and when a rising vote $300,000 for the new bank, money
dustrlous. Intelligent man to earn be promised would be productive of fw
and several methods of raising ls true of the other towns in Knox was called for nobody opposed Mayor which must be raised in Rockland and
1(| fente;
tween $2 800 and $4,500 per year, con
douSl^eluJ^O^?esbeC’U“ m*ny h'Ve **ttered sh<wers durin« 0,6 ,d8y at 23. In a more distant part of the funds have already been considered Ccunty whose assistance will also Richardson's motion that a cainmlt- vicinity. In other words the deposi
• • • •
be sought.
The organization sponsoring this ad “E B was fortunately astray from state the egg price was 20 cents
j tee be appointed for stock solicita tors to protect themselves should sub
has grown from a small beginning to I the mark, for as we rede westward
Yesterday this telegram was re-1 Let it be said that no victim of tion.
scribe to these issues ot stock. This
r.r^Wreerf«Ur‘ves “'^ey TrTXV to the sky vapor disappeared, and -he
Saw Snow-Capped Hills
Kelly Springfield Tires
ceived from headquarteis by Rev. the Ellsworth Are suffered through
• • • •
slock can be bought one share up,
tionTb{o "cieveioplrabaprofitab?ed business
Bave way 10 comfortable warmth 1 At Belgrade we shifted to the New George H. Welch, chairman of the Rockland's neglect.
Oiling and Greasing
Alsu there had bton but scattered but all who can afford to do so should
along lines which have been thoroughly !
Riding over Route 101 there was not Sharon route, and turning to the left
I opposition earlier in the evening to buy at least one share, as it is a eomCAMDEN-THOMAST’N Lnd^tr.imngP?r7rorn^Xrtir«l.™dUno over-much to see of a Sundav past Rome town hall, we got our flrst
Mr. Thompson s motion for the ap- I,
j munity proposition,
investment of money ls required The morning Manv roadside bushes had W of lofty snow-capped hills.
BUS LINE FILLING
j
pctnlinent
of
a
depositors
committee
"You have it in your hands, said
man selected must devote hls entire
.
.
.
..
_. __ ..
. . .
. ,
time to the business
Reference* wlll been cut during the winter and many
At New Sharon the flrst straw hat
STATION
to be headed by ArUwr FUh ant! Mr Isaacson, “to save a great portion
179 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
*nn?Ttat
.<t1 once
“r?hv
h*H^r
I farmers had waged an antl-anthra- hove into view, one of the two that
1 b,Apply
by letter for personal
Will Report On Security Trust Company Affairs At a Benjamin C Petry, they to associate j °Y ^He assets—and your own money,
52-tf
appointment. stating
age.
previous cite war by filling their dooryards j were seen in the day's travels,
three others with thenaekto.
or allow lt to go through thc process
earnings, experience, number of de with huge piles of manufactured ' Farmington Palls had evidently exCourt House Hearing May 26
pendents. etc. Write E care The Cou
In accepting the invitation to act as '
liquidation. And liquidation is not
rler-Oazette.
55-56 rtovewood. some thrown into a heap perienced three fires of considerable
chairman Edward C. Payson said a Pretty picture. It means stagnation
carelessly and some piled with real size during a comparatively recent
that the people are facing a crisis. ! l°r ,he ,,ext' 10 °r 15 years. LiquidaIn Augusta Tuesday alternoon an
architectural skill. Portable mills period. The proverbial thrift of your
end invited everybody to avail him- I {lon 13
thought of, for the
had chewed great chunks from sev Maine farmer was seen in the fact nouncement was made that Ensign
expense is borne by the depositors.
self of the question privilege.
that in one of these places reconstruc Otis had been appointed conservator
eral hillsides.
A ripple of applause greeted Mr. The expense of a conservator is
tion work was going on, by building
Isaacson, whom the chairman had trim, compared with it.
First Sign Of Foliage
Specialize on Chimes and French
of the Security Trust Company.
CALL HAVENER 792
the new house around the old chhn“I want to say that I was in Wash
Clocks
introduced as having had much to
Scraggly apple trees had not begun
s
In this connection announcement
All Work Guaranteed
ington when the report of the Rock
Any time. We are on your to show signs cf life, and ,t did not
do
with
the
formulative
plans
for
a
„ you Uav. was made that a hearing will be held j
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
new bank, and in procuring govern land National Bank was received
street today with the
Jeweler
seem possible tha; a month hence pr£<,
y,,ghways in this section at the Court House at 10 a. m. May 26
there. Nowhere in that report is
ment approval.
Now Located al
could see them weighted down be- amoh? them
Wver 8tock
Ior the examination of the Trust
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
"The situation is not unusual and there a hint of dishonesty on the par’
neath their wondious burden of pinl. Palm_..KU)g of the valley'-near
404 Main Street
Rorkland
not
confined to Rockland." said Mr of the management and no aspersion
Company's
affairs.
At
this
time
and white blossoms.
the entrance to Farmington. Stan49-tf
Isaacson. “In practically every State on thc character of the director.;
In fact there wes no green foliage
an enclosure con- Conservator Otis and the appraisers
of
the Union there arc closed banks." They used the best judgment they
on this Sunday morning until we ta;alng 500 animals. never fails to j will present reports setting forth the
The speaker proceeded to explain had. They could not control the
attract attention, and the admission ' assets and liabilities of the bank as
why so long a time has elapsed be economic situation; they were simply
( leans the air in your refriger
Shampoos Finger Waves Manicures
price of 10 cents fits well into th ■ levalued by them, together with a
tween the declaring of the bank holi victims of circumstances. It is up to
ator and carries the foul air and
37 WILLOW STREET
scheme of present day economies
proper allocation thereof.
day and the announcement of thc thc depositors to do their share. No
dirt down thr drain pipe, at the
ROCKLAND. MAINE
The Franklin County Agricultural
samc lime keeping your Milk and
new plan. Every national bank is body will be forced.
Plans for reorganization will be
PIONEER PAVILION
Price 25 Cents
Telephone 1147-M
Society holds forth not far distant,
Foods in Perfect Condition.
"I want to go along with this plan.”
governed by certain rules laid down
58*14
,
56&S8
and a sign foretells Rotary's welcome. acted upon, together with such other
EAST UNION
by Congress, and this function is raid Chairman Payson, who recom
so often seen on travels about Maine pertinent matters as Mr. Otis may
delegated to the comptroller of cur mended the appointment of a deposi
*+4+>+4"5"l'-i-H-l-+++++4.+♦+♦+++<•+++++++♦+4-4-4-4-4-4-4*♦+«+++++
We pans South Hall and Purington present.
rency and the Federal Reserve Bank tors’ committee.• • • •
Hall of the Farmington Normal
It was first necessary to have an ex
Music By
The conservator thus appointed is
In answer to cross-examination by
School plant. Lots of nice looking
Former County Attorney Ensign Otis
amination and this was not made Mr Thompson. Mr Lsaacson said tha’
ROBBINS' ORCHESTRA i girls gazing from the open window. «'H1 known to residents of Knox
who has been appointed conserv ator
until April 4. one month after the he had been employed as counsel
AT 393 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
Men 35c; Ladies 15
but not quite nice looking enough ior : County having been in law practice
of Security Trust Cempanv
bank had closed, occupying eight for the conservator six weeks; that
8.30 Standard Time
thc Fnox County students whom I f^. a number of years and having
53Th-S-tl
handle the situation ln a keenly in days. This report was checked in he represented aLso seven other banks.
had hoped to see.
served with distinction ln the office
Boston by the chief examinei and No one general plan would suit a
telligent and unbiased manner.
I had always promised myylt. ’f I
IS HELLING
visited Farnnngtcn to took up my old 01
ilWorn<'y
Charles T. Smalley and Edward Federal Reserve Bank, which took particular situation.
J
LADIES’ ACCESSORIES, including DRESSES
another week. Washington th< n bad
Answering Mr. Thompson's criti
! friend Dr. Oeorge L. Pratt, whom I bank may rest assured that he will F. Glover were named appraisers.
lo approve the report, and it was cism as to the bank's delay ln mak
*
from 47c to $5*95
so well remembered from the old
seven weeks after the bank closed ing the situation known, he said that
SENIOR PROM
baseball days when hc was a mem be:
RAYON AND SILK UNDERWEAR
4*
before all this had bcen completed
the bank oflioers had been allowed tn
of the Rockland team which won the
1 .
........
HANDBAGS
4*
ROCKLAND
• • • •
+
usettheir own discretion in that mat
Kncx
County
championship.
4*
Mr. Isaacson then began work on a
HIGH SCHOOL GYM
*
Cosmetics, etc., at prices unheard of in this
4*
ter; that they did not know them
Thirty
representatives
ol
the
Maine
inches
or
over
4'*
inches,
eye
socket
j
plan,
which
was
approved
10
days
4*
We Visit Dr. Pratt
selves until 10 days ago what thc
*
community
4*
4*
Dr. Pratt was not at home, but Mrs lobster industry met yesterday in measure, and to prohibit thc imports- ago. and since he has been engaged Washington plan was
+
We Guarantee our 59c HOSIERY
with the bank managers on a plan
Pratt
made successful use of the Pittsfield, with Commissioner Crie tion of lobster meat.
MAY 12
"You give us no information In re
4* to be as good as can be purchased anywhere for $ 1.00 :
It was also voted to support the j for reorganization.
j
phone,
and
he
came
pronto.
Mean

presiding.
Music
bv
4*
gard to thc securities." said Mr.
Condon
bill
which
provides
an
ex

The criginal plan contemplated thc
Examine our goods and be convinced
4*
time wc derived thorough enjoyment
Thompson.
RHYTHM KINGS
It was voted unanimously by that amination of Imported lobsters to see
♦l
raising of $250,000 in new money for
from thc remarkably beautiful scene
25c
ANI»
35c
8.00
P
M.
"Loans made by the bank are con
+4’*+**+*44-++4'4-+41*+4'*4'4*+4*4*+4-4*4*4'+++++4*4-+4-4*4*4-+++++4'4**+
body to recommend that lhe if they are fit for food 'the examina- the creation of a new bank—to purwhich unfolds itself from the Pratt
While-Nelson bill now pending in tion charge to be 5 cents a pound! ' chase 50 pereent of lhe assets of t-i- fidential.”
home, located well up on thc hill
“Dots not the liability of stock
Congress be amended to prohibit the and to havc all stamped with the let- Rockland National Bank and al the
side; and one of thc finest residences
holders extend to double Indemnity?"
importation
of
lobsters
less
than
9'w
ter
F.
signifying
foreign
lobsters.
same
time
take
over
50
percent
of
of thc pretty normal school town
"That plan Is not ln operation
1 .
the liabilities in claims of depositors
And of course we were muoh inter
yet."
Unfortunately
time
did
not
permit
power to describe—a hotel with 54 and creditors. Under thc plan 50
ested when Mrs. Pratt informed us
Considerable was said as to the
rooms whose architectural beauties percent of the deposits would fct
tliat she was once a nurse at Dr. this privilege.
ownership of stock and thc liability
Burnham
&
Morrill,
who
have
long
and
appointments
make
it
one
of
thc
rendered immediately available.
Walter V. Hanscom's private hospital
(Continued on Page Eight)
Mr. Isaacson explained how cer
in Rockland. I am sorry that I did operated in Knox County havc Farm show places of Maine Fate willed
not think to ask her maiden name, as ington interests, also, thelr corn can that the Robertsons should start that tain assets had been found by the
I she would doubtless be recalled nery, No. 19. being located there. And morning for East Union, so that we examiners to be unacceptable for thc YOUR FAVORITE POEM
through it by a number who may I noted one farm which had Just been prouably crossed somewhere on ’Sic new bank and could not go into th?
If I had to live my life again I would
well limed, probably with Rockland way
new structure. This did not mean have made a rule to rrad home poetry
1 chance to read this article
and
listen to some music at leaat onct
A (icbciously served turkey dinner that those assets are valueless. On a a week.
Upon leaving Farmington Dr. Pratt product. Still another Knox County
The loss of theac taaten la •
loss
of
happtneaa. Chariea Darwin.
industry
was
suggested
by
a
cement
leatured
our
stay
at
Hotel
Harris,
and
rising market the $480,000 worth of
(who by the way is Franklin County’
medical examiner, and one of the house In East Wilton—an attractive it was while partaking of it tint I bonds would realize much more than
THE PCAPE OE THE HILLS
heard discord on the radio in the the amount for which they were Up ln the mighty hills where thc breeze
most prosperous physicians in tha' structure, too.
PLUS The Greatest Achievement in
of
the sea
Wilton, according to thc town's lobby.
classified as "sub-standard" bonds. Tosses the
section 1 wanted me to be sure to look
purple bells of the budding
welcome
sign,
is
“
a
good
place
to
live,
flowers.
The examiners also eliminated certain
up John Greene in Rumford. John,
Domestic Oil Burning—IT’S THE
A Geographical Discovery
That
nod
to
the musical drone of the
loans classed as “slow" and “doubt
you know was another member of work and play in." The Bass shoe
questing bee.
"Local Interference?" I asked ol ful." So the bank was allowed to take When the sun bleaks forth In a golden
factory
seemed
a
likely
place
to
work
that famous Rockland ball team
symphony.
' uie waitress.
in.
over only quick assets.
And life Is not measured by Joy or grief
"Yes,"
she
replied,
"wc
have
lots
r.f
or
the hours.
The plan also provides that thc There stands
BELLE KNIT
Magicians Made Ruintnrd
a castle splendid with
it on this island."
STOCKINGS
now
bank
may
purchase
from
the
many
towers.
Across a little two by twice bridge
Up In the mighty hills.
Island' I wondered ll I had heard conservator inoro assets of the old
For Women
we leave Dixfield, and •)a-ssl1’" correctly, but presently I was set
Fine Texture Lisle
are of burnished gold and
through Mexico get our flrst view of aright as to my geography and bank. If confidence is displayed in Its gates
FULL FASHIONED
Ivory;
Like the self-filler of you fountain pen, the Rex Reflller enables
the
new
bank
it
may
take
over
other
Ito
roof
Is
Jeweled with myriad wonder
DISTRIBUTED BY RETAILERS
that prosperous town hewn out of learned that the business section ol'
you to All the Reservoir or Bottle of your Range Burner quickly and
ful stars;
assets, which will be credited pro And within
Made by Belmont Hosiery Company ledge and foreste-Rumford.
Is a throne that Is veiled
cleanly whenever you wish to do so. It lifts the oil from your stor
Rumfoid Is indeed located on an rata to the depositors, and the hope
Belmont, N. H.
In the Mystery;
age lank in thr basement and without moving or disturbing the
The Chevy's speedometer revealed islan<j
56-63
Weaver of Dreams alone has
Bottle or Reservoir in any way, dlls il at your will.
Ls that eventually a good portion of And the
that we had trave.ed 116 miles.
'
vUa
Rumford
the magic key—
Thc
Weaver
of Dreams alone may un
the
money
will
be
available.
No more spilled oil on hands or clothing, floors or furniture!
, One does not have to look very far fri<.n(| GonU
happy
ho
lock the bars
"I
do
not
hold
out
the
hope,
how

Of
the
palace
where never the voice of
No more broken bottles, no more fire or accident hazard!
■10 **
Rumford Ls a town o (,xpericncc<j there two ycars ago with
a mortal mars
ever. that you will receive 100 cents
10,000 inhabitants. Enormous piles of
The
peace
of the mighty hills.
Claremont Commandery, K T. of on the dollar." said Mr. Isaacson.
TENANT’S HARBOR
For only a few dollars extra a $75.00 val ue for $59.50. If interested phone 730
pulpwood waiting for the Oxford mills
Have
ye
sought
for
the gates of gold and
which
he
is
a
past
commander.
Hc
WiU Reopen for the Season
The matter of depreciated securi
or write
I to convert them into newsprint and
“MOTHER’S DAY"
pointed out very definitely every step ties, and how the entire capital of Have ivory?
ye stooped to the fragrant bells of
i the large factory of the Continental
budding flowers?
the C. mn andcr.v to and was able | the bank, "and some of yours" had Have the
SUNDAY, MAY 14
ye followed the musical drone of
Paper & Bag Corporation are some
Itring "Mother" In to dinner, lunch
to
repeat
some
of
the
speeches.
Tliat
the
questing bee
bcen wiped out were dwelt upon.
| of the reasons.
or some of those famous
sun broke forth In a golden
EASY
St. John's Day had evidently stamped "That money you cannot hope to re As the
symphony.
HOME MADE ICES
One object of our ' ait to Rumfo’d
was not measured by Joy or
BICKNELL BLOCK
ROCKLAND, ME.
TERMS
CHICKEN DINNER, complete, 60c was to call upon the Robertsons (of itself indelibly upon his memory. Ed. ceive back," said thc speaker. "I Till life
grief or the hours?
did something else; he took me across xn't tell you the ultimate result, Aud so—yo have entered the gates of
ROAST PORK DINNER, ” 45c
those magic towers
Iairge “Fresh” Lobster Salad 65c Rose-Anne tea room fame) who man one of Rumford's numerous bridges
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
but a certain percentage is lost to you
And the peace of the mighty
age Hotel Harris. Here is an institu
Strawberry Shortcake,
20c
hills*
When the new bank is opened, and
TEL. 6-2
56* lt tion which I wish my pen had the
—Henrv Herbert Knlbtx>.
iContinued on Page Eight)
‘T — .....................

SNEAKERS

McLain Shoe Store

NOW OPEN
FOR BUSINESS

OTIS NAMED CONSERVATOR

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

YES! YES! WE SELL
:: IC E ::

Jeanette’s Beauty Shop

Best and Cheapest
Refrigerant
:: IC E::

DANCE

Every Saturday Evg.

THE LADYEAIR

|

MISS FLORENCE KALER, Manager

DANCE

OUR LOBSTERMEN ACT

Tomorrow Night

VALUE!

VALUE!

THE NEW

LYNN De Luxe
RANGE BURNER

REX REFILLER
$

A. C. M100N & CO.

5950

BIG ELM TEA ROOM

The Courier-Gazette TALK OF THE TOWN
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 12—Arbor Day .

If any of you lack wisdom, let him, May 12 — Camden — "The Call of
ask of God, that giveth to all men j y°uth" ?"">««« by the Community
°
j Players at the opera house
May 13—Annual meeting of Maine
liberally, and upbraideth not; and
State Hand Engine League in Bath.
it shall be given him.—James 1:5.
May 13 — Limerock Valley Pomona
meets with St. George Grange.

I1EEPING ELLSWORTH

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 11, 1933

Page Two

Tomorrow is Arbor Day by proc
lamation of Gov. Brann.

It needs no exaggeration of the
Supt. Hocking reports 260 men
Ellsworth fire story to convince the
people of Maine that here indeed is working at Clark Island.
a call for help which ts not likely
The dual track meet at Knox
to be ignored. That great agency
of relief, the American led Cress, ts Trotting Park tomorrow between
in immediate contact with the situ Rockland High and Crosby High of
ation and through its branches Belfast will begin at 3 o’clock.
ntar and far is seeking co-operation
The Hawaiian Guitar Ensemble will
in its great humanitarian work.
play six popular selections at tomor
Elsewhere ts printed its call upon
row night's meeting of the Eastern
the Knox County Chapter for such
assistance as the generous-hearted Star, and two violin selections will be
of thts vicinity may be able to lend. played by Samuel Quagenti, with Miss
For general convenience, the presi j E Gregory at the piano
dent of the chapter, Rev. Mr.
There will be seven contests at
Welch, asks that financial contribu ; tonight's big skating party at the
tions of any amount be sent to The
Spanish Villa rink. Men’s balloon
Courier-Gazette office, whence it
contest, ladies' lucky balloon con
wlll be at once passed on to the
test, potato race, chariot race, bag
local Red Cross office and from
race, ladies' sport contest and tug of
there officially acknowledged as
war.
destined for the Ellsworth sufferers'
fund. The need everybody will . Plans for the bowling banquet to
recognize, is urgent and should night have again been changed. It
have immediate response.
will take place at Trainer's restau
rant. up stairs, in place of the place
ON THE WAY BACK
previously named. The bowlers are
asked to meet at the Recreation
The street improvement work alleys at 7 p. m.
being carried on by lusty crew's of
Abram Cassman, charged with the
men hitherto largely unemployed
sends a thrill through the entire larceny of a large sum of money
community, allied as lt is with the from a customer, was held for the
announced resumption of work at November grand jury in the sum of
the cement plant and the marked $1000 by Recorder Mills. He ap
increase of activities In the lime pealed from a fine of $100 and costs
business. It is all of a piece with on a single sale charge.
announcements that come to us in
Tomorrow Colby will be host to
the way of country-wide improve
the
Maine Track and Field Assoment in business and gives general
assurance of return to normal times. ciation for the annual spring meet
None of us will look to see resump As the Colby quarter mile track Is
tion attained in a sudden leap, but considered one of the fastest in the
that we are on the way back no East, good times should be turned
body who studies the signs of the In and it is expected that some new
records will be the outcome.
times will for a moment doubt.

The public supper in the Under
Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach
croft of St. Peter's Church Saturday opened Sunday, and as usual is a
from 5 to 7, will have Mrs. Anne credit to the enterprising proprieAlden as chairman,
j tors, Mr and Mrs. John McIntire.
The inn never looked more tasty or
All attending the Roadside Beau attractive, and patrons are voicing
tification Institute at the Univer- their approval of the nice meals
i ......
.
...
1 sity of Maine tomorrow are asked to served at reduced prices.
take a
]Uneh jt was not, feasible for the home economics de
At the annual meeting of the
partment to provide luncheon as
Rockland Savings Bank yesterday
originally planned.
the officials of the preceding year
To the report of Patrolman Hatch were elected: Trustees, Capt. RichSeeing the reflection ofl the Ells- 'ard K- Snow' Nathan F Cobb' M E
worth fire is added that of several jWotton' F' w FuUer' Arthur L'
residents at the Southend, particu-1 Orne' william A Glover: President,
larly these along the water front on F w Fuller: Treasurer. Edward J
Ocean street. Mr and Mrs. E P. ? Hellier; Assistant Treasurers. A. B
Jones watched the fire for some ' Blackington. Sidney Pierce.
time.

Little Johnny Rector, son of Her
bert and Iola Rector, playing on a
mud scow tied at the Northend Syn
dicate wharf fell into the hold ar.d
struck on lhe back of his head, cut
ting it badly. He was taken home
by Marion Haskell and Charles Nye.
Dr. Bartlett took several stitches.
Confetti night, possibly the last
of the season, saw another good sized
crowd of skaters at the Spanish
Villa rink Tuesday night. Tonight,
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Chaples. win
ners of the graceful skating contest
for couples, serve as host and host
ess and there'll be novelties on the
program.

j

-------Justice William H. Fisher, though
unable to accept the invitation to be
speaker, was a guest of the Rock
land Lions Club yesterday noon and
made brief informal remarks as a
response to the very cordial greeting
with which he is always favored by
the Lions. Called upon unexpect
edly. but nowise feased. King Lion
Saville gave a humorous account of
his flying experiences at the Boston
Airport, in the course of which he
flew upside down, and every which
way. Chet Black. Col. Jones and
Duke Annis were appointed dele
gates to the district convention
These officers were nominated for
the coming year: King Lion, Albert
Elliot of Thomaston; vice president.
A. W. Gregory; lion tamer. Ralph E
Nutt; secretary, A. E. Bruntjorg;
treasurer. M. P. Lovejoy; directors.
R. F. Saville and Ralph L. Smith.
The Lions voted to collect clothing
for the Ellsworth fire victims.

HOULTON IS WINNER

THEY WORKED HARD

The stormy weather caused several
cancelations, but yesterday's Elks
bowling tournament brought to the
Recreation alleys four fine team;,
and the competition was very keen.
In the preliminary round these to
tals were made: Houlton, 1484; Port
land, 1415; Rockland, 1375; Gardiner,
1358
Gardiner was consequently
eliminated.
In the semi-finals the totals were:
Hculton, 1390. Portland, 1287; Rock
land. 1370
Then came the finals with Houlton
beating Portland 1486 to 1433.
The competing teams batted in the
following order: Houlton. Dumphy
Zoeatti, Niles, McIntyre, Logan; Port
land. Montakio. Reialah, Kyros. Som
ers and Tedford; Rocklar.d, Scho
field. Jones. Black. Brewer, Mayo;
Gardiner. Cantes. Grey, Glasser, Kel
ley and Kearns.
Hostilities were forgotten when the
bowlers gathered around the well
laden banquet table at the Elks Home.
:The Rodkland boys proved fine hosts
I as usual.

MOTHER'S DAY SERVICES

To B<- Held Sunday In LincolnvilleNorthport
____ _
Mother’s Day will be observed in
all three churches of the Lincolnville-Northport circuit Sunday At
Lircolnville Center, which meets on
daylight time, there will be special
mu ic by the regular choir and by the
junior choir. The latter is chosen
and trained by Miss Cole, teacher of
the Heald school. Mrs Irene Hebert,
mether and grandmother in the com
munity, has written a fine Mother's
tribute which will be read. The truck
will be used to transport children
frem the Heald-Mlller districts, ar
riving in time for church school at
8.45.
The choir at Northport will have
one or two special selections for the
day. Last Sundav, with no special
unices. there were 45 persons ln attendance, and around 30 at the mid
week service.
The young people at the Beach will
ring several special numbers for
Mother's Day including a solo by
Marjorie Alexander.
------------------

*

MAY 14 th

Last Year's

Yesterday

The poppy *sale conducted Satur
day by the American Legion Auxili
ary to raise money for welfare work '
was a pronounced success, Mrs
Blanche Morton, local chairman, re-j
porting the proceeds coming within '
a few dollars of last year's results.!
A house to house canvass was made,
and workers were on the streets
bright and early. Girls from the
junior and senior high schools were
assisted by four Auxiliary members
in uniform. The workers were i
served a substantial dinner at |
noon, with Mrs. Ella Hyland in
charge, assisted by Mrs. Anne Alden
and Mrs. Marian Waldron.
In the evening Mrs. Clara Kelsey
and Mrs. Margaret Kelley in uni- !
form superintended the selling, as- j
sisted by several Legion men. To!
"keep the pot boiling" the Drum '
and Bugle Corps gave a'45-minute^
concert, halting at Various points |
throughout the city. Their striking
uniforms and spirited music won
favor all along the line. At 10.30
the money was all turned in. counts
ed and' rolled for deposit under the
efflcient direction of Mrs. Morton.
•An’ expression of thanks is extended to Mayor Richardson, to city
employes and citizens who aided in
and generously supported the sale;
also to ail workers who gave generously of their time and effort.
Senior and Junior high girls, and |
Junior Auxiliary members, making
the canvass »ere Eleanor Ames. ’

H. Heistad. the well known land
scape gardener of Rockport, will
answer questions on practical gar
dening at the next meeting of the
Garden Club. May 23. All mem
bers who have questions that they
wish answered should send them
Mrs. Laura Maxey will be chair
this week to Miss Edith Bicknell. 12 man of the Golden Rod Chapter
Knox street.
supper tomorrow night. There will
———
be two candidates for degree work
Tyler School ls the proud re- A novel and interesting program is
cipient of a large American flag pre- planned for presentation at the
sented by Mrs. Victor Atwood. The close cf the business session. Mr
flag was originally owned by Mrs. Quagenti will present a stringed en
Atwood's father, the late Edward B semble. Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh
Burr of Brewer, and was presented j Wlll give a talk --The Romance’of
to him by the Oovernor of Maine RlKh/. an(J Mfs Blanchp Marton
upon retiring as postmaster of
will appear in readings. Members of
A trio of mighty fishermen back Brewer
YOUR GAME OF GOLF
the ensemble are invited to be
from Tunk Pond exhibits its wares
guests at supper. The entertainin the window of the Maine Music
Lakewood Theatre opens its 33d
ment which will begin at aDproxiSaturday at the Country Club Company. Twenty-one trout and
consecutive season June 10. Such
mately 8 45 will be open to members
sees resumption of thc annual one salmon were caught by George
former favorites as Harland Tucker.
handicap
tournaments,
which Wood. Ted Collette and Austin
and guests.
Leona Maricle. Jessamine New_____
throughout recurrent seasons have Brewer—Wood taking 15 of them.
cornbe. Owen Davis, Jr., Thurston
been an engaging feature among
The . repetition of "Professor
Hall and Houston Richards will be
the local and the visiting players oi
CAMDEN
The senior class of high school is with us again. Arthur Byron has Magic" under the auspices of Miriam
golf. It should in particular make holding its annual prom tomorrowRebekah Lodge Tuesday evening
------promised to play a week and so has
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Thomas of
appeal to our own people at this night at the gym and is especially
Reed
Calais are guests of Mr Thomas'
time, affording In the pursuit of the anxious for generous public patron
and the laughter and applause
parents, Washington street.
healthful sport, necessary physical age due to its lack of funds for
showed evident enjoyment. Th"
Miss Barbara Blaisdell. daughter
Mrs. W. L. Taylor went by beat
and mental relaxation, and keeping graduation expenses, by reason of
professor whose magic turned peo
prominent the golfing features the banking situation. The Rythm of Mr and Mrs A. P Blaisdell of 3 ple into the idols of their dreams Tuesday night to Boston, where she
Walker place, is a member of the
will be the guest of her sister. Dr.
which make of this club a valued Kings will provide the music.
barring a few mistakes, was C.
Orphean Club at Lasetl Junior ColSarah L. Wetherbee.
asset In Its appeal to the summer
A pleasing l^TLtivity to look I le«e in Auburndale, Mass This Maynard Havener, with Mrs. Hav
Miss Maude M. Thorndike, mana
tourist, by that much attracting to
ener directing the production. As
ger
of the Western Union office is
forward
to
is
the
operetta
"Tht
club
with
more
than
150
members
cur city its just proportion of this
an added attraction a two act come
great feature of Maine's vacational Forest Court" to be presented in the wlU sln» at the Boston Symphony dy “The Six Kleptomaniacs" was in Belfast to be guest of Lillian V
prosperity. The local course is in high school auditorium June 1 and pop concert tomorrow. Miss Blais- presented, the cast comprising Mrs. Ryan for a week.
Oomique Theatre attractions for
excellent condition, the greens 2 for the Parent-Teacher Associa dell is a Lasell Junior.
Emma Harvie. Misses Madiene and
Thursday, Ruth Chatterton in
exceptionally good. The club is tion milk fund. The cast, which will
"King Kong." playing at Strand Ruth Rogers. Miss Susan Nutt. Mrs. "Frisco Jenny," Movietone News and
well officered, its pro is one of our include children from grades three
Shirley Rollins, Miss June Park,
Theatre
Priday and Saturday is said
"See You Tonight;” Priday. Joel
city's own boys, the caddy fees are to six. is being coached by Mrs.
Miss Irene Weymouth, Miss Marion
reduced to a reasonable sum. and Esther Rogers, supervisor of music. to be the most unusual picture ever Weymouth and Miss Annie Dean. McCrea in “The Sport Parade.'"
upon all accounts tlie golfing season assisted by Mias Adelaide E. Cross fllmed “King Kong" tells the story An informal dance followed, the “School Days" and Parrmcunt
of a present day girl's strange in
Soilfid News.
opens auspiciously and with co-op- fOr tbe dance features,
Rhythm Kings furnishing music.
fluence over a prehistoric ape as big
Hannibal Philbrook of Winthrop
eration on the part of local lovers
_____
Commital services for the late Wil as a building. For her he battles a
is visiting his brother E. H. Phil
of the game should give a good
Attractive illustrated circulars, brook.
lard C. Dart, whose death Monday pterodactyl and a tyrannosaurus,
account of itself.
describing
Alton Hall Blacklngton's
morning took place at the family frightful monster of millions of
Maynard Heal is the guest of his
latest illustrated lectures on "Oenhome
in
Edgewood,
R.
I
.
as
already
years
ago.
and
then
tries
to
wipe
out
brother Clarence Heal, who is
DOING IT WELL
tlemen of the Press" and "Nova
icported, were held this forenoon at civilization Itself.
manager of the Western Union of
Scotia Land of Romance" and scores |
Seaview
Cemetery,
Rev.
Walter
S.
fice at Bristol, Conn.
The Pleasant street sewer and
Col. Basil H. Stinson exhibited in of press notices complimenting him
Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Bargent,
the rehabilitation of Beech street Rounds of the Congregationalist
Church officiating. The bearers were The Courier-Gazette office yesterday on his success as a radio lecturer, called here by the death of Mrs.
are two of the city's problems
P. W. Fuller. Ernest C. Davis, C. I. some excellent snapshots taken be have been received by friend.; in this | George W. Achorn, have returned tok
which long have called for attehBurrows and M. E. Wotten. Of the fore the conflagration had fairly city. Mr. Blackington. hailed as a Portland.
tion. With what joy the consider
family there were present Mrs. De.it been conquered. He went to Ells prince of story tellers, with what is
The Knox-Lincoln League ball
able portion of our citizens having
and daughter Anna. Mr. and Mrs. J worth promptly to see what fate had considered a perfect "radio voice”
game which was to be played Wedto do with those thoroughfares look
Harry Boynton and son Stanley of overtaken the property of his wife's and literally hundreds of thrilling
, nesday between Rockland and
upon the vigorous taking in hand
Lexington. Mass., together with a sister. Mrs. Pearl Lord. Mrs. Lord's yarns gathered through the years he Camd„n js
until Thursof these problems, and others
large number of Rockland friends. residence is on Water street, in the has been engaged as a press eorre- | day afternoon
smaller in extent but allied with Obituary mention is deferred.
_____
Are zone, but though it caught spondent and news photographer
Mr. and Mrs. Peter'McGrath. Me
them. And the work is laid out
will soon go on the airlanes with chanic street, are spending a few
upon a scale of permanence, doubly
The Rockland Baseball Associa- flre four tlmes lt wa-s savedhis unusual program. Human in days in Boston.
to be commended. Ycar after year tion organized Mondav night in an
Strand Theatre, always patriotic. terest stories and “The Romance of! Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bresnehan
for a generation or more Beech ticipation of the Knox and Lincoln
street has had its periodical once Twilight League. The suggestion [ « «°in* t0 do ita snare Wward rais’ News Oathering" will predominate
the radio broadcasts by Mr. Black- !
over, at an aggregate cost painful that Prank B Allen serve as mana- [ in« a relief fund for the EUiWOrth
ittsfield. Mass', after attending thc
ington.
Outside of the younger gen funeral of Mrs Bresnehan's sister.
to review and from which it soon ger proved a popular one, and he j sufferers. Motion picture perform
reverted to its former painful con was promptly elected to that posi- ances will be given Sunday at regular eration which has come onto the Miss Alma Dougherty.
dition. ’ Now those conditions are i tion. with Henry Gardner as sec hours 2, 6 45 and 8 45 p. m. The scene since Mr. Blackington was in
W. D. Heald has recently sold a
to be dealt with in a fashion that retary and Donald P Kelsey as regular admission prices will be the photography business here, no new Devaux car to William Winbody needs to be told that Alton is chertbaugh of Friendship.
promises their complete overcoming. treasurer.
The captain will be charged, with the sanction of Gov.
a Rockland boy who has made good
Brann.
The
picture
to
be
shown
is
Glory be!
Friday night the Community
chosen by the players when they
in the larger field of pressdom and Players present their play. "The Call
“
The
Night
Mayor,
”
featuring
Lee
have been selected, and the schedule
photography—so good that he has of Youth,” which is sponsored by
PRODUCING HIGH GRADE BOYS of course will await the action taken Tracy. Politics was his profession
by the annual meeting of the Twi- -but h(l wanted a Pastime-to play come to be a prominent factor in the the Priend;-in-Council and staged
When Jeff Smith was in the city light League. It is oroposed to have I ~to h® naughty but nice—to live affairs of Greater Boston. Rock- by Stephen L. Gushee. The pro
raising iand t0 Iau«h after hls duties for land should bestir itself and arrange | ceeds wil] g3 t0 b3neflt of a;)tn.
the other day he told us a thing of a dance for thepurpose of
a nest-egg
\ 0,6 day *’ere over—and most of aI! to have Mr. Blackington deliver one I mUnity welfare.
amazing significance—namely that
_____
I
he wanted to love! But the news- of his lectures here.
more than seventy-five percent of
WHITEHEAD LIGHT
St. George Grange willentertain I papers said he could go only so far
the Young Men's Christian Associa
BORN
Limerock
Valley
Pomona
Grange
before
his
private
night
life
became
tions in New England have for
Supt. Sherman makes this an
— At Community Hospital
their general secretaries Maine Saturday, meeting opening at 2 p. m public property. What new*! — a RICHARDS
Camden, May 7. to Mr and Mrs. nouncement in regard to the WhiteJo
cph
Rcbinson
of
thc
Rockland
front-page
story,
with
pictures
of
Roland
Richards
of
Rockport,
a
beys. This is one of the products of
head light station;
daughter
the work carried on in Maine by the National Bank will give a talk on show girls—a scandal which would
"Characteristic of fog signal to be
lift
the
lid
right
off
thc
municipal
State Association, a work originated the banking situation. "Should our
DIED
changed and cand'.epower of light in
by Jeff forty years ago and still at Rural Mail Servioe Be Curtailed" affairs of a great metropolis. It was
WHEELER—At South Pasadena. Calif., creased about June 5. Fog signal wiil
the height of its activities. Knox will be discussed by Grangers. Miss a case of his political scalp or of givMrs. Clara Mathews Wheeler, formerly bc two air Tyfons, sounded simultane
of Lincolnville Beach, aged about 5d
County retains contact with the Jessie Lawrence, home demonstra- ing up a new love—a woman whom
years.
ously, to produce two blasts of 1.5 sec
work, and was even more prominent tion agent, will speak on "Special! he loved as he had never loved be- WOODMAN—Newton Highlands Mass, onds. duration every 15 seconds,
May 9. Miss Clara A. Woodman of
in the connection when the Y training in Home Making for Young fore. Every cent taken at the box
Boston, native of Liberty. Me . aged blast 1.5 seconds, silent 3 sec- |
nourished in Rockland—a condition People." Mrs. Leona Rfsteen will office will go into the Ellsworth
80 years.
Funeral Thursday and onds. blast 1.5 seconds, silent 9 sec
burial In Liberty.
which might with advantage to the have a surprise feature. H. H. Nash. fund.
AUTIO—At Friendship. May 10. Elina, onds. One signal will point south
community be restored.
Pomona deputy, will give a talk on
wife of Hjalmar Autlo. aged 42 years. westerly and one northeasterly. Can23 days. Funeral Saturday at 2 30
"Grange Procedure," and special
Day old chicks while they last.
dlepower of light will be 24,000.'
standard, from the residence.
music
and
readings
will
be
given
in
Saturday
only.
8'i
cents
each;
$1
per
POWERS
—At Thomaston. March 27.
Dr. Freeman P. Brown will not ar
Joyce L.. daughter of Mr and Mrs
The Rockland National Bank ex
rive in Rockland until the latter part observance of Mothers Day and Me- : dozen at Stover's, Rockland—adv.
Walter C Powers, aged 4 years, 2
months. 19 days. Committal service presses keen appreciation of Manager
_____________
of June—possibly around the 20th— morial Day.
Friday at thc North Warren cemetery
remaining in Philadelphia to come j
Public supper St. Peter's Undercroft LONG—At Tenant’s Harbor. Mav 10. Dondis’ generosity in providing the
Martha J . widow of Amazlah Long, free use of Park Theatre for last
north with Cyrus H. K. Curtis and
Miss Beth Greene of the Parisian Saturday, 5 to 7. Beans, cold meats,
aged 80 years, 5 months. 16 days.
Private funeral Saturday at 1 o'clock night's meeting. Bank officials acted
party on tlie yacht Lyndonia. in its I Beauty Salon will continue her run , potato and cabbage salad, cake. etc.
daylight, from the residence. Imme
as ushers, aided by Mr. Dondis.
usual summer visit to Camden harbor i of 50 cent work this summer.—adv. All you can eat for 35c.—adv.
diate friends invited.

I

For Mother’s Day

Of State Elks Bowling Tour And Saw The Poppy Sale
Yield Results Close To
nament Held In Rockland

Why not plant a Rose Garden for Mother with
bushes that will bloom this year? She can enjoy it
all the rest of her life.
Or send her Carnations, Roses or Mixed Bouquets.
Wear a Carnation in her honor.
"She will remember, so don’t you forget.”

Fertil-potted and Certi-fed Rose Bushes
50c, $1.00, $1.25
Extra Choice Pansies from extra choice seed 40e doz.
Perennials, 20c each

SILSBY’S
FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND
54-57

IF YOU WANT

REAL BARGAINS
—in

PAPERS AND PAINTS

wall

CALL AT THE

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
NORTHEND, ROCKLAND
53-Th-tf
Inez Bowley. Catherine Black. Alice i
Clancy, Ruth Dondis. Janice Pamham. Marion Fernald, Barbara Oriffln. Nathalie Jones. Virginia Leach.
Rose Moody, Julia Molway. Dorothy Munro. Alice Barton. Barbara
and Mary Lamb. Baibara Perry.

Shirley Stickney. Constance Snow.
Luella Snow. Hulda Smith, Dorothy
Thomas. Katherine Ulmer. Jane
WUson. Thelma Whitehouse, Mary
Oay. Marlon Ginn. Grace Grant.
Virginia Gray. Emma Harding.
Gertrude Heald and Arlene Havener.

5 TO 7 LB.
AVERAGE

FIRST OF TIIE SEASON

FANCY

ERESII

GOOD
CUTS

VERY
MEATY

Meati5
POT ROAST, lb 1 4c
PORK ROLLS, lb 1 5c
VEAL ROAST, lt 1 6c
OVEN ROAST, lb 18c
Hamburg Steak 1
Stewing Beef, lb. 1 0c
BONELESS

-

BONELESS

-

27c

LB.

NATIVE HALIBUT

ROAST PORK

LB.

lie

LAMB FORES

I.B.

10c

SWIFT'S
PREMIUM
HI lu 12 LB
AVERAGE

akmoVrs

HAM 16c
Strip BACON m 19c

BONELESS

SWIFT'S
PREMIUIm

17c

LB.

DAISY HAMS

BONELESS RIB

Armour’s Star Ham
CUT TO FRY
OR BAKE

q

Soap
SUNBRITE

CLEANSER

Fresh Vegetables
FANCY

GREEN PEAS-2

LB.

3 TO 3J4 LB.

CHICKENS, Ib

NEW

ONIONS

19c

,B 17c

, 5 ib 19c
' 19c

CUKES, 2 for

YOUNG
DUCKLINGS
FOR
ROASTING
POUND

19c

25c
Lux, large pkg.
20c BANANAS, 5 lb
CHIPSO, 2 pkgs.
27c CELERY, 2 bnch
23c
P & G SOAP, 4 cakes 10c
SAGE CHEESE, Ib 21c'
QUICKARROW
NATIVE EGGS, doz 19c
SOAP FLAKES
PKGS.

NATIVE

25c

PANSIES, basket

19c

ARMOUR’S BEANS, large tins;
2 fcr 19c
SALT CODFISH,
Pound Box 19c
PURITY SALT,
10 Pound Bag 19c
CDCpi AI
□iEiUIAE

lunch crackers

CHOC. FILLED COOKIES

PILLSBURY’S PANCAKE FLOUR ,
PILLSBURY’S CAKE FLOUR,
GET A FUDGE PAN

FREE!
With Every Purchase of
BAKER’S

CHOCOLATE

% Pound Cake

PURE MAPLE SYRUP,

lb-

10c

2 pkgs 15c
Pkg 19c

Quart 59c

HOME COOKED SPECIAL
SATURDAY ONLY

GINGER BREAD
AND

HEAVY CREAM

BOTH

FOR
% PINT
JAR

29c

TO BE SURE OF YOURS, ORDER EARLY

SALE AND DEMONSTRATION OF SALADA TEA SATURDAY
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Every-Other-Day

OUR BIG SALE OF
THE YEAR

Gloves
CAPE SLIP-ONS
Fancy overseam washable light
weight capes, made for one of
America's big houses that had
cold feet and cancelled them.
Made to sell for 2.00 You wlll
like them at—

Recent trade developments would seem to make il unlikely
that we can duplicate values like these again soon! . . . our Sale
is therefore made MORE important by the inevitable rise in
commodity prices! Remember ... it is a sale of Spring and
Summer merchandise at emphatic savings . . . just whrn you
need new things for yourself, for your family, for your home.
Only a few of the values can be advertised . . . you’ll find scores
of others when you visit the store.

SECOND WEEK OF OUR STORE WIDE SALE
■y’re Thrilling Values.. TI

INDIAN HEAD

AT SENTER CRANE’S

Smart Spring Fashions at
Anniversary Savings

PORCH DRESSES

Mickey Mouse

HATS

White—sizes to 16,

COATS

Colored—sizes to 16

Smart Crepe* . .. . Matelasse Weave* . . , Tweeds
Quality, style and fine tailoring
detail feature these new spring
coats. You'll find styles with
Ascot ties . . . puff sleeves . . .
epaulet shoulders.

Over 500 Hats are marked

Furs are Beige and Platinum
Wolf, Squirrel, Kid Galyac, Kit
Fox.
Colors are Grey, Beige,
Dawn Blur, Navy and Black.

down for this sale

Browns,

Don't miss it!
Tweeds,

FROCKS
These are Indian Head Percales . . . the name
Indian Head means quality . . . they are all firsts
. . . sizes 14 to 46, organdy trims, puff sleeves,
flare skirts, etc.. . . For this sale—
*

$750

Regularly priced to 14.95
Jacket Frock* ... Cape Sleeve*... Tailored Frock*
... Pastel and Street Shades

Boys’
Pajamas

Also 1 5.00 Coats for

$3.95

Also 10.00 Coats for

Also 5.95 Dresss for

Fast Color

. .. Women’s sizes 38 to 48

What a lot of excitement you'll get out of choosing from the scores
of lovely models. Just imagine getting a new frock PLUS a clever
jacket ... at only $7.50 .... to say nothing of the other smart
styles ready for you. Prints, rough crepes, sheers, flat crepes
with plenty of white organdy trimming.

unior Misses 14 to 20

Blue, Green and Tan, with
contrasting bands

Bargains in Domestics

Undies

Probably the Lowest Prices You Will See For Years—No Orders Taken At These Prices—Present
Stock For Sale Only—Limit One Dozen To a Customer

One of Boston’s best

manufacturers

gave

us

PEQUOT SHEETS

100 pieces of salesman’s
The Werrington Vat Dye Broadcloth Shirts

samples;

89c
Work Shirts
Rcguarly 1.00

regular

PEQUOT CASES, ETC

63x99,

1.00

goods—

42x36,

72x99,

pE0UQT

81x99,

SHEETS

SHOWCASES

81x108,

90x108,
Crib Sheets,

Made in Maine—Full Cut
Blue, Khaki. Black

42x38,

.2

45x38/2,

.2

42x38/2 H. S.,

-3

42" Tubing,

.2

Sheeting in proportion

Pequot Unbranded Tubing, all widths,

Part Linen Pillow Cases,

Lady Pepperell Unbranded Sheeting, 63 ”,

Marabelle Cases, each,

Lady Pepperell Unbranded Sheets, 63x99

Three Pound Cotton Bait, 72x90,

Marabelle Sheets, 72x90,

Lockwood A 40 inch,

Stalwart Sheets, 81x90,

A. C. A. Ticking,

Stalwart Sheets, 81x99,

Hill Cotton, 36 inch,

Same in boys',

X. L. C. R. Sheets, 81x99,

Fruit of the Loom, 36 inch,

Pepperell Colored Border Sets—1 Sheet
81x99; 2 Cases 42x38/2,

Hope Cotton, 36 inch,

Heavy Athletic Shirts, absorbent

Shirts and Shorts

Candlewick Spreads

Vat Dye Shorts, stripes or solid

Hand Tufted in South Carolina
Full size. . . in the following colors—Rose. Blue, Green, Gold. Lav.

colors,

weave,

Do You Know The Bargain Attic?
The Most Unique Department in the State

“SELF - SERVICE”
»

>

■ »

’ >|»

a,

j-

z

—Good Elevator Service

“CASH AND CARRY”
* *1

*

*1 «

’

*

. The Bargain Attic Joins This Birthday Sale .
HERE’S THE STORY—Our 4th Floor was too valuable to use as a stock room . . . it’s all heated ... it has elevator service

as a Bargain Store where we will be free to put in irregulars, job lots, etc., and of course, at ridiculous prices.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE SAVINGS IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC
Blanket Remnants, good for cots and cribs....... ,................
Double Grey Blanket; heavy 4'/j lb, 66x80; this is a part
woo! blanket made to sell for 1.75; pair ................... .*.....
Turkish Towels, double thread—heavy—colored borders—
18x36 ................................,.... -...................................... .........
Men's Overalls, 2.20 denim—blue; regular and extra
sizes ............
Wool Sweaters, children's and ladies'; leftovers from down
stairs; values to 1.98 ....................:......................................

lamps; Table or Boudoir ............... ........................................
Linens, Pure Linen Crash Cloths, colored borders; large
size 54x70 ......................................................... ,..................
17x31 Linen Towels ............................. ............?..............
Pure Silk Lingerie—Slips, long length; Dance Sets; Other
Lingerie ..................................................................................
Hand Bags; you will think they arc 1.00 bags ..................
Boys' Hosiery, seconds of the 25c grade .................................
Men's Hosiery, seconds of Engineer and Fireman ...............

Stationery—50 envelopes, 50 sheets ......................................
Ladies' Silk Hosiery, pure silk—all firsts

.....................

Dresses ..........,....,....... .................................. -...........................
Coats, dress or polos... . ............................................... -..........
Dresses ..... . .......................................e...... .... ........................
Cotton Dresses ..........................................................................
Rayon l!nderw(ar, Bloomers, Panties, Slips, etc.; extra
sizes Included .......................................................................
Hosiery, full fashioned—pure silk chiffon or service ..........

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

.2

Prairie Bell Bleached Cotton, 36 inch
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HIGHEST RANKING

ROCKPORT

EAST WALDOBORO

D/rect by water to

MISS BURPEE S TALK

NORTH HAVEN

1 COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Much land is being plowed up for
Mfs. Nellie Reever. who has been
Chickawaukie Chapter Gets
gardens.
spending the winter in New York and
Valuable Sidelights On I z Gravel is being hauled by a crew of
Massachusetts, has returned home.
I men and trucks to the schoolhouse
Subject of Paintings
Major and Mrs. Ralph Brown of
Sailing
------! grounds. The filling and levelling
Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr.
8:30
Members of Chickawaukie Chap- | f,ave greatly improved the appearance
and Mrs. E B. Thomas.
^^1 premises.
pm- ter cf the Delphian Society were! cf
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Smith and son
TUES. guests recently pf Miss Ada Burpee.; fiends of P. B. Ruggles will be
Irving of Portland were weekend
THUR. uho augmented the formal program -fotry to learn of his recent illness at
guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
SAT. with a most interesting talk reflect-1 Groveland. Fla. but glad to know that
J. L. Flanders.
•
ing on Spanish painting which the j his condition is improving. His sister
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mark and eon
S»c
t :::ety is now studying. Mrs. 1 Mbs Blanche Cushing was with him
of Round Pond visited Mr. and Mr;
Maude Smith as leader had as the ! several weeks.
Fred Mank Sunday
main topic "Influences in Spanish J* Among the successful tarpon fisherMrs. Laura Hardy, warden of the
Painting," and assigned topics were:lmen this season off Sarasota has
Rebekah Assembly of Maine, has been
f . tory and Geography of Spain. i been Miss Blanche Cushing, who
a guest of Mrs. Maude Ccflin. cl'uly
Mrs. Smith; Spanish Primitives, landed one that weighed 116 pounds,
president of Dist. 15. They visited
Mrs. Ella S Bird; Spanish Tem iycught to gaff after a play of almost
Rebekah Lodges at Union Appleton. NFW
Air s»t
perament Miss Caroline Jameson; one hour.
lV'nm
Wircasset. Warren and Waldoboro LOW
FARE
Italian Mannerists, Mrs. Sadie
Junior and Gracie Beverage and
last week.
Leach. Under the sub-topic of'Gold- Jaeper Beverage, violin pupils of
Mrs. H B. Bovey is visiting her
en Age of Spanish Painting." Mrs Francis Lipovsky, are making fine
daughter Mis; Carolyn Bovey al
Beulah Allen discussed "El Grecco;" progress.
Newark. N. J.
Mrs. Carrie Palmer. "Calvert's Esti
Rev. O. J. Guptill of the 8unbeam
Edward Drinkwater of Camden
mate of El Grecco" and Mrs. Helena made a brief visit at North Haven
spent a vacation with his erandf
Fales. "Velasquez."
Thursday.
mother Mrs. E. Thomas
• • • •
Miss Burpee's talk presented in a
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Shuman and
delightfully
informal
manner
was
Mis. Ernest Robinson of Portland and STEAMSHIP LINES
Mrs. Isadore Carver
Mrs. Amanda Winslow. Misses Llvb For rewrvsnon, srriv ROCKLAND WHARF based on how a picture is made and
After the funeral services held in
what to lcok for. and touched upon
and Winnie Winslcw of Warren were
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Camden May 3 the remains of Mrs
Velasquez and the Spanish school.
1-Clotted blood
42-Alre
15- Egyptlan aun-god
callers last week at L. L. Mank g.
Isadore Carver were brought to North
4-Burden
45- Myself
16- Point of compass
Miss Burpee stated that among the
Capt. I. E. Archibald of Thomas
VINALHAVEN
Haven in the MacDonald boat for
8- Remove the skin
46- A constellation
(abbr.)
most important points in producing
ton ar.d T. Irving Sawyer of tlie
9- Parity
4C-Propelled
19- Feminine of peer
burial in Seaview cemetery. A brief
Rev.
P.
J.
Clifford
returned
Mon

12-Walk
a painting are: Skill in drawing, per service at the grave was conducted by
49- An insect
yacht Paragon have been at the lat
20- Forms
14- A beverage
50- Fatigue
23-Native of Africa
ter's place Aunt Lydia's Tavern, and day from Bangor where he attended spective. knowledge of color, spon Rev. H F. Huso. Mrs. Carver was 90
15Grades
52- Mountains (abbr.) 26-An article of
Methcdist Conference.
calling nn friends.
taneity. balance, knowledge of years of age. She was a long time
17- Ever (Poet.)
53- Final
furniture
Rehearsals for the mystery play anatomy, and development. She ex18- South latitude
Mre. E. M. Turner of Hudson,
54- Scar
23-Expire
member of the Nortli Haven Ba.cti.st
(abbr.)
55Vehicle
on
two
29-City
thoroughfares
NY.. and MrsNarcissa Rines of
the I ‘Tody I ilac are under way by the plained that a palette with the three
Church. She is survived by two
19- Associate
wheels
(abbr.)
village wereguests last weekW"d-, Il'ard plaJ'crs 11 wl11 Pc a benefit primary cqlors—blue, red and yel21- ltatian river
32- Scorching
daughters. Mrs. Charles Brown of this
neday of Mr and Mrs J A. Rines. performance for Union Church.
low. with white, will provide suf22- Pitch
33-Core
\
place, and Mrs. May Waterman
VERTICAL
24- To make l^ce
35- Most docile
f^v. and Mr-- A G Henderson who fiCient tints for portrait and tnH. B Bovey. Charles Bowers, atiel
Carver
The bearers were Jesse
25-To make a note of
36- A defensive ditch
ron Chai les were in Portland Satur hav? been guests of Mr. and Mrs terior painting, although a larger Erown. Fred Carver, Will Cooper and
t-A liquid measure
27-Want
37- A measure of
day.
Ri'p.i Brcwn and Dr. and Mrs paiette is necessary for outdoor
29- Heavenly body
2- Raw metal
weight
Zcnas
Burgess
30- Grab
3- Musical note
33-Binds
Mis Sarah Sidensparker recently Bursey, guests of Mr. and Mrs L painting. She stressed that a pic-'
....
31-Anything blunt
6-Bone (Lat.)
40-Measure of length
visited her sister Mrs. Augusta W. Eantcrn. left Wednesday for ture must have soul—there must be
32- Large plant
6- Corroded
43- A preposition
their home ln Farmington.
mental, physical and spiritual quali- }
Freeman M. Howard
Bowers. \
34-A condiment
7- More profound
44- No Date (abbr.)
Airplane
service
between
here
and
36- Nois;s made by a
8- Gone by
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Thomas wer»
ties to make it goed to live with.
I Freeman M Howard, a long-time
47-Metric land
cow
9- A segment
measure
at Capt. I. E. Archibald's, Thomaston. Rockland has been resumed.
As Mi;s Burpee progressed in her and highly respected citizen of North
37- Obtain
10- Extraet from rotes 49-Hinder
,
Mrs. William Benner entertained talk many points were illustratea I Haven- died at h“ h0Ine on lhe
ln
Sunday.
11-Tear
39-Foliage
51-Half an em
Several attended the Odd Fellows the War^nr'on Club at ner home by actual drawing or painting, and thcroughlare Thursday morning, of
|13-Promontory (abbr.) 53-Musical note
41-Conjunction
Saturday evenirs
anniversary service at their
by means of copies and prints she heart disease. For several years Mr.
--------------P
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Supt. E. A. Smalley has returned
Sunday afternoon.
explained the particular features of Howard had been in poor health due
LIBERTY
Albert Shuman and family and frcm °Iand Commander* at Port various painters—the planes ot light largely to the mishap of 32 years ago
|.
Torald Young of North Waldoboro ,ard'
seen in Whistler's paintings. Sar when as assistant mail-carrier at Deer
Mrs.
Henrietta
Longden
of
Oak

were recent callers on Mrs S H
R^ular meeting of Moses Webrier gent's “recipe" for his.portraits, the Isle he froze both his feet. Overtaken
land. Calif., and Mrs. Nettie Butler '
Sidensparker
Lcd?e was held Tuesday evening. A skill cf Murillo whose art bordered b>' a
snowstorm both the car
Miss Ruth Robinson entertained rtport of Orand Lod*c was given b> on commercialism, dwelling at' rier and Mr. Howard barely escaped of .Lewiston .‘pent May 1 with Mrs
George Sprague.
feme cf her young friends Saturdav Alfred Lawry and Curtis Webster.
length on Velasquez whom she con with their lives, when returning
An
invitation
has
been
extended
D?
Mrs. D. H. Mathieson is substi
afttmoon. lo celebrate her tenth
siders the greatest of all painters across Egg; moggin Reach ic the isle.
birthday anniversary. The table was Valcis Commandery. K. T„ to visit in bath treatment of subject and By opening a bag and protecting tuting as princioal ot the high
daintily decorated with Easter bun Claremont Commandery at Rock color. Velasquez' individual style themselves with newspapers thev school for Mr. Mathieson while he
is assisting Supt. Fuller, who Is cosnies ar.d chick’ns. and the large biddy land on the night of May 15 Ma!ta was explained^and many painting ' escaped freezing to death.
Mr Howard had been a carrier for fined to his home with a revert' at
contained one for eacn. Jello, cookie; degree team of Dunlap Commandtry terms were illustrated and made
cocoa and the birthday cake wer? of Bath will work the degree ln full clear. A wealth of Information was j ten years and for many years he fol- tack of acute neuritis.
j lowed the sea. He was an industrious
served and games enjoyed indoor term.
A large number from Georges
Matrons' and Patrons' Night will given to the members who feel they man and a good citizen. He was born
and out. In the group were Ethola
River
Grange visited Eas; Palermo
b? observed by Marguerite Chapter, have gained much greater value at Deer Isle. Aug 27.1878. He is sur
Stimpson. Leona Sidelinger. Gertrud"
Grange at an all-day meeting May 6
than
could
be
possible
through
SOUTH HOPE
vived by his wife Ethel Howard, sen
lampinen. Helen Boggs and Ruth O E. S. Monday evening.
Mrs. Ruby Hoit who has spent the (
Friends of Fred Lawry who ls a reading.
Wtndall. and two daugnteis Trevor winter in Houlton and Shawmut,: Mr and Mrs. W. L. Taylor were
Rcbinscn
Many exquisite paintings done by
patient at the Marine He?pital. Port
Mrs. L. L. Mank and Mrs. C Bowers
There are also t.vo has opened her house for thc sutrt- in Damariscotta Sunday.
Miss
Burpee were viewed in the liv and Norma
land, will be glad to know that he is
hrothers Frank and Bclchor n? Deer mer
and daughter Phyllis were Rockland
Thc Fiske family of Damariscotta
ing rooms and the studio, the host
improving
Isle, and two sisters. Mrs Fannie
visitors last week.
Walter
Flint
of
Shawmut
way
a
|
were
calling on relatives here Suness
adding
interesting
bits
of
anccNew books which have been aided
bray of that place and Mrs. Lucy weekend guest of Mrs. Ruby Holt, j day.
George Benner and James Mank
1 recently to the Public Library include dotes pertaining to certain paintings
Porter Hackett of Castine.
have been in Wiscasse'. the formei
Dolland Taylor of New Haven, al Mr. and Mrs. Richard Farnar.
"The Tindcrbox of Asia." by George and aI"i objects which she has col
Funeral services were held Sunday
serving on the grand jury, and the |
student at Bates, Miss Williams of and son James of Billerica. Mass.,
leeted
through
the
years,
particular

E.
Sokolsky;
"Thc
Flying
Carpet
”
DOVT SUFFER FROM
ct the Baptist Church. Re/ H. F.
“You children would rather go to latter on the traverse Jury.
Halliburton; "The March cf De ly when ehs was studying in France Huse officiating. The bearers were Boston. Mrs. William McNeil , of have been guests for a few days of
CONSTIPATION
a moving-picture than to Sunday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
Borneman
and
son
Use "Nu-vi-ta’' Herb A Iron Tonic
mocracy." James T Adams; "Five following her studies at the Institute Harlan Gregory. Raymond Stone Belfast, and Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Ken Mrs. Farnan's sister, Mrs. H. A
Urban visited Mrs. Henrietta Creamer
to regulate the bowels and correct school?
It was while In
nedy of Camden were recent guests . Hart,
Oirls
Who Dared." Helen Ferris, of Normal Art.
Walter Joyce and Ray Beverage.
constipation like hundreds of others
"Yes," answered the small girl "It's in West Waldoboro Saturday.
at thc Skidmore home.
I Mr and Mrs C. B. Taylor. Mr.
"Mary Lincoln," Carl Sar.dburg. France she was able to make such
are doing. Large bottle S1.25 at your darker in the picture theatre and we
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fitch who
a
thorough
study
of
Velasquez'
Gifts
of
books
to
thc
library
will
be
Edward
Wiley
of
Searsmont
*as
and Mrs A L
Mrs. W. C.
Dru<^- r 7“'^/ ?
b> JZer*; don t have to have our faces washed " have beer, spending the winter witn
Fred Marden
man Medicine to, Stonington. Maine
works.
found dead in his barn last Friday , Wellman- Mrs W. L. Taylor and
gratefully
received.
50Th89
—Cincinnati Enquirer.
their daughter Mrs. Percy Bowley in
After an illness of several weeks morning. Dr F. Leyonborg of Lib- , Mrs ° E HwUngs attended Knox
Miss Burpee's art training sig
Prgular meeting of Ocean Bound
Warren returned home Friday.
Rebekah Lodge was held Tuesday nificant in every step has been Fred Marden died in Rockland early erty. Waldo County medical ex-, Pomona at Hope Saturday,
Mrs. Elbert Starrett visited relatives
iiiglit. Degrees were conferred on blessed by the immediate interest of on the morning of April 30. The lat aminer, was called and prorntineed j Last Thursday night “The Merry
in Rochester. N. H.. and Portland last
BUY YOUR SHRUBS PLANTS. ETC., of a Seed House and Get a
four candidates
her uncle. William P Burpee, whose ter part of March he was stricken i death due to suicide, and lhe body , Makers" presented the drama. "Tlie
week.
Better Buy
Mcndav a’ the Filield bungalow the paintings have been hung in many with pneumonia, and with other com was placed in care of Arthur Dutch Detective." at the Grange
Mr and Mrs. Cliailes Haney ana
Vinalhavrn Dramatic Club spent a prominent galleries and who is plications his condition became such CooiiAs. undertaker.
! ! hall, which was well filled by an apchildren of Rockland were visitors
most enjoyable afternoon and eve- j conceded by critics as an outstand- that it seemed best to remove him to
Mr.
and
Mrs
A
J.
Skidmore
were
' Prcciative audience. The parts were
Sunday at J. W. Waltz.'
the hospital, which was done on
ning. The party was given ln honor j ing American artist.
all exceptionally well taken. They
much
surprised
to
receive
a
call.on
Isaac
Mank
is
in
Rockland
painting
FREE SEEDS
SHRUBS, PLANTS. ETC
cf Rev. and Mrs Albert G Hender- I Joined later by Miss Frances April 2 It was but a few weeks ago
Saturday evening from Mr Snd were coached by Mr. Desmond of
in the Maine Central R. R. crew.
Shrubs. Plants, etc. Hardy Peren Read our moat attractive offers on
son. member? of the club now resid- Burpee, the ladies gathered around that Mrs. Marden died, thc shock of
page
2
of
our
1933
Catalog.
CON

Mrs. William McNeil. Mr and Mrs. Boston and South Hope. The cast:
Thc Social Club met with Mrs
nials that bloom year after year,
ing in Farmington and who were the tea table for chocolate ano her sudden death being especially
Otto Schmultz, Arthur Hart: Plunck
with only slight care Shipped di SULT This—The Good Book on
Gower of Belfast and Mr. and Mrs
Earle Thomas at Aunt Lydia's Tavern
rect to you from the Nurseries. Seeds: 46 Pages of this 172 page
vfsttlng friend; in town for a few brioches, more than an hour being hard for Mr. Marden to withstand.
Jarleck. Bernard Esancy;: Ambrosia
Catalog are devoted to Seeds. All
las. Thursday for an all-day. picnic
Asters. Hollyhock. Sweet William. other pages also Interest everyone
Mr. Marden was born in Ports F. J Kennedy of Camden. The oc McCarty. Susan Gath; Jabo Grabb.
days. Dinntr was served, the party whiled away in talk and hearing
Phlox—Larkspur, etc. Price 30c each Interested in gardening, farming,
dinner, depression party.
There
casion
was
in
honor
of
the
48tli
poultry raising, dairying, etc.
including Rev. and Mrs. Henderson; Miss Ada Burpee tell of her days ir. mouth, N. H.. April 2. 1862 When I
Robert Crabtree; Hortensey SmatPeonies 50c to $2 00 each
were 21 members, one guest and seven
.a young man after ui.
i
i 11 _wedding anniversary of Mr smi
his ____
marriage
he
Dr and Mrs Bursey. also of Farm France.
ters, Dorothy Morton; Katrina
Mrs.
Skidmore.
children
present.
The
table
was
HEDGE PLANTS
ington; Mr. and Mrs A. A. Peterson. ' Mrs Mary Wiggin Spear and Mrs. removed lo North Hav/n and in this
Kraut. Annie Hart; Major Hanni
d:eorated with depression bouquets,
Japanese Barberry. 12” to 15” per
town he had resided ever since. H"
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. lane. Mr and W E Morgan were special guests
bal Howler. Myrven Merrill; Augus
in.
per inn, sin on
napkins
and
favors
and
many
of
the
BURKETTVILLE
Japanese Barberry. 15” to If. per
was a member of Moses Webster Ma
Mrs E M Hall. H H Vinal Mrs.
tus Coo. Albert Hastings; Oladys
10. SI 60. per 100. >12 00
costume., showed signs along thc
sonic Lodge of Vinalhaven and of
Arthur Guilford. Mr. and Mrs. leslie
APPLETON
RIDGE
Howler Coo. Geraldine Gould;
same line. Mrs Laura Mank took
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
Fox Island Lodge. Knights Pythias, j John Cunningham and Mr. Shea j Araminta Sourdrops. Lucille Oath.
B. Dyer. Mr. and Mrs. Everett I ibby.
the
prize
Tlie
menu
of
meat,
mashed
WelKella. Bush Roses. Climbing
Union were callers Tuesday at |
Roy Moody is having his bam In the latter body he was a charier
Miss Elizabeth Ross. Miss Dora
A specialty dance was given by six
Roses. 75c each. Forsythia. Honey
potato, turnip, string beans, cakes
member, and had held many offices. 1 Linwood Mitchell's.
- - i girls.
suckle. Hydrangea. Syringa. Spi
landrrs. Herbert Cassie, Neil Cal- shingled.
and pies bore no evidence of depres
raea. Lilacs, etc, 60c each.
Austin Towle has recently painted and always taken a great interest in
Miss Florence Jacobs returned
derwoed. Mr and Mrs L. W Sanborn,
sion however Mrs Maude Coffin as
VINE AND CLIMBING SHRUBS
its affairs. He is survived by h's son Saturday from New York where
Mrs. Ralph Brown. After dinner his buildings.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
lecturer,
presented
the
followin
’
!
Dutchman’s Pipe. SI.00. Clematis
The last meeting of the 4-H Club Earl, a nephew William Caldcrw/od she passed the winter.
speeches were made by Mr. Hender
Jackmannl. Wistaria each
1.00
program: Reading. Mrs. Edna McIn
of Vinalhaven and a niece Mrs. Rav
Woodbine
Boston
Ivy.
Honey
son and Dr Bursar. Thc evening was was held with (Miss Ida Williams.
Ruth Mitchell was home from
Mrs Clarence Harding and son
tire; household hints. Mrs. Oladys
suckle. Clematis Panlculata. 60c
(pent in pleasant reminiscence, in- ! Thc WCT.U met Friday after- Web ter. both of whom were present Appleton over thc weekend.
each.
(John of Auburndale, Mass., and
Coffin; reading, Mrs Thelma Bome- tersperseti with songs ant dramatic I noon at tbc h°me
2533
Mrs. Francis also Mr Webster at thc funeral
There will be a cleaning-up bee at friends from Boston have been at
man; car guessing contest, prizes to fkttche,
lhc ehcsrfui ,„w o( Gushee with eight present and these services Wednesday afternoon at the
Buy NOW—while stocks arc complete. K Ac W Seeds. Shrubs, and
IVl T'.L IGeorgia
ror, Q Ajforvlz
°
I officers were elected:: President, Mrs
Miller cemetery May 20. at 9 a. m. the Harding home here for a few days.
Plants arc Quality Products at Economy Prices.
Mrs.
Mank e>rx^4
and Mrs. KTzxlli
Nelli",
Island Church and conducted by Rev. _
.
.
the open fire Returning tc their
Lowell Wallace, Ralph Brazier,
_ ,,
, .
,
. „
Everyone having lots is asked to fry
Reever; birthday horoscopes by Mrs
Elizabeth Newbert; vice president. ,,
H.
F.
Huse.
Interment
was
in
SeaI
_
.
™
homes
nt
a
late
hour,
all
hoped
for
FARM, DAIRY «<•<« POULTRY SVPFUM^ SLEDS
_ .
and be there.
with Misses Beatrice Havener and
Coffin; contest prize.; were awarded
Mrs.
Alice
Watson;
corresponding
view
cemetery
Thc
bearers
were
Will
i
another get-together in the near
Mrs. Laura Mank and Mrs. Lucretia
‘^rs Mad«linc Butler was a caller Ava Wallace of Friendship made a
and recording secretary. Mrs. Eliza Cooper, Zenas Burgess Leon S'on"
future.
‘ ‘ ' Sunday at Linwood Mitchell's. ,
mo,or trtP «« Cadillac Mountain
Wilson. Mrs. Laura Hardy, warden
beth Stanley; treasurer. Miss Fannie and Chester Dyer.
of the R. A., of North Berwick, guest
n
u
a
<9
««i
—
t
'
Sunday.
Washington School Notes
, Oushee
----------------- i Robert Collins, young son of Sr. i
rCDtBAt «nd TIMH.L STS.,
POBTtANO MAIWtf,
was chosen judge of the depression
SUNSbT
a"d
1
Edna Turner and Mrs Abb‘,e
The pupils in the seventh ana
Rev- and Mrs L E Watson and
costumes. Next meeting at
’Knox Hospital Friday, he being. t»e
ln Wil"S Mllls
lighth grades. Washington school, children were ln Morrill last Friday
fcboolhouse May 18,
Marie M. Tcale. teacher, have com-! 10 atlcnt* a meeting of thc Baptist
Frank Lufkin, worthy master of fourth member of the family to bd M°n
i Mrs. William Wallace motored to
pleted the Columbian Tests for the j Association.
Deer Isle Masonic Lodge, recently a patient there.
.
____________ '
Portland Friday with a party of
EAST UNION
attended
a
meeting
of
the
Orand
month of April Tiie pupils receiving
friends from the village.
"And you have had the same ser Lodge in Portland.
Those from Pioneer Cteange who the five highest ranks were:
vant for two years?"
Mbs Emma Simmons is at Friend
Workmen are building a garage
attended Knox Pomona held with
Eighth grade, history and civics, |
"Yes," replied Mr. Crosslots. “She and adding a sun parlor to the Couch
ship. Long Lsiand for a short vacation
Hope Grange, report a fine session.
perfect score 40. James Barton 39,1
iron) her duties as housekeeper al
says she doesn't believe in changing cottage.
The regular Saturday night dances Ruth Hill 35. Eugene Burgess 35. Hes- ;
after she has gone to the trouble ot
thc home of Alfred L. Davis.
Emery Cole. Russell Brown and
held in Pioneer pavilion are pleasant ter Brown 34. John Beckman 33. Olal
'eachlng a family her ways.”—Wash Clifford McVeigh spent Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rock
I occasions.
Novelty features are Holmquist 33. Vera Warren 28 Eng
land nnd Hiram Labe of Thomaston
Eagle
among the order of dances; refresh- lish. perfect score 50 Ruth Hill 41. ington Star.
Feels 20 Years Younger
were visitors Sunday at Alvin Wal
Frank McVeigh and Alfred Dun
| ments served and a good time as James Barton 39. John Beckman 38. i
"I surely ean recommend Kruvehen lace's.
ham were in Ellsworth Sunday.
sured.
Vera Warren 37. Eugene Burgess 36.
Mrs. Alice McLaughlin who has
William Weymouth who has been Salts. I reduced trom 158 to III) Ihs..
Mrs. Laura Gould has returned Hester Brown 36
my natural weight and I feel Z0 years l.-een employed at the home of the late
visiting
relatives
in
Portland
has
re

1 home after spending several weeks in
Seventh grade, history and civics,
younger.
plnrh a day, keeps the fat
away’." Mrs. Vale Walter, Seattle, Caroline Winchenbach. has gone to
Bath.
perfect score 40 Frank Peterson 37, Yield to Lydia E. Pinkhatn’s turned home.
Washington (Dee. 50. 1932).
Skcu’-hegan where she was formerly
Mrs Arthur Marrha'l and Mrs
Thc farmers around here are doing Arnold Sturk<* 32, Amy Colutrib 31,
Once a day take Krusehen Salts—one
Vegetable Compound
half teaspoonful ln a glass of hot water employed,
Albert
Meline
spent
Friday
with
Mrs
i their spring planting and are hoping i Dorothy Young 30, Dorothy Ames 30.
When you are just on edge ...
first thing every morning Besides los
ing ugly fat SAFELY you'll gain In
for an abundant harvest in spite ol Grorge Headley 30. Margaret Swan- when you can’t stand the chil Norman Wood.
health and physical attractlvencas—
dren
’
s
noise
.
.
.
when
everything
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Raber and constipation,
1 the cold, wet season.
' son 28. Eleanor Calderwood 28, BerWhy suffer tortures from Rheuma
gas and acidity wlll cease
is a burden . . . when you are irri
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
The May meeting of the Farm Bu- nard Erickson 28 English, perfect table and blue ... tty this medi son are visiting Mrs Goodwin Eaton. to bother—you'll feel younger—ntSrc
l-ameness, Sprains and Bruises when
active—full of ambition—clear ska« Mr. and Mrs, E. E Reed of New sparkling
eyes
METHYL BALM
reau was a very interesting one and | score 40. Margaret Swanson 35, Amy cine. 98 out of 100 women report
larkltng eyes.
will bring almost Instant relief?
A Jar’ that lasts 4 weeks costs but «
York have been in town a few days
the
subject,
"Good Nutrition For the Cclumb 34, Dorothy Your,g 34, Dorothy benefit.
JOHNSTON
’S DRUG STORB
at any drug store In the world—
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
It will give you lust the extra looking over the foundation for their trifle
71 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
but demand and get Krusehen and if
Family," was well demonstrated by Ames 33. Frank Peterson 33. Eleanor energy
Sent
Post
Paid
. oa receipt tl price
you need. Life will
one bottle doesn't Joyfully satisfy you
new cottage.
50 cents
Miss Lawrence
| Calderwood 32. George Headley 27.
worth living again.
—money back
PHONE ROCKLAND 115

Miss Mattle Russell attended the
Methodist Conference in Bangor Sun
ship Examinations Spon day making the trip with Mr. and
sored By "Maine"
Mra Ernest Herrick of Camden and
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Heald of Rock
Of outstanding interest at the High land.
School last week were the Statewide
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle and Adelcompetitive scholarship examinations
beit Carver returned Monday from
sponsored by the University of Maine
the Methodist Conference in Bangor
for the annual four-year scholarship
Ralph Wilson of Criehaven was
This was the third test conducted
in tlie State by the University, the overnight guess Tuesday of Mr. and
general scheme being English, science, Mis. Leslie C. Deane.
Ernest Whitney, Melville Welt,
mathematics and general informa
tion, for seniors; English for junior, Vere Crockett and Edwin McFarland
sophomore and freshman classes, also ’eave today for Portland to take the
beginner's Latin and beginner’s required examination for entering re
service.
Automobile
French. The value of this examina- forestation
tion is to see how the various schools transportation was furnished tluough
in the State compare. For the senior
kindness of Clarence Fish.
Indications are that the summer
class it is competitive, as the boy or
girl m the State winning the highest s?ason here wiu °Pcn earlier tha“
points will be entitled to a four-yea; ufual this >'far- 85 instructions hav:
scholvrhip at the University.
received to have in readiness by
The icsulU in the local High School, June 1 aU th€ Mechanic street cotqccording to the highest ranking, are:
owned bv Mrs Edward w Bok
Freshman English: Mildred Smith, i as
occupants are expected to
Edward Hayes. Frances Young, Oscar j amve during the first week of th'1
Marsh. Charles Merritt. Catherine month
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
Chisholm, Thelma Whitehouse. Carl
ton Gregory, Myles Sawyer and Ver- I at dinner Monday night in honor of
net Morgan. Sophomore English: j the birthday anniversary of William
Gen rod" Heal. Emma Harding. Ed- 1 Talbot of Portland Those in the
win Edwards. Margaret Pendleion, Part>' were Mrs Cora Talbot., Mrs
Virginia Flint. Mary Gay. Jacqueline EBen Conant. Harry Pratt, Maud
Blethen. Winfield Chatto. Laura P™11 ot Rockland. Mr. and Mrs WilKangas. Donna deRochemont and ’barn Talbot and the hostess.
William Sanborn (the latter two being j Mr and Mrs. Roland Richards are
a tie). Junior English: Norman Star.- j receiving congratulations on the
ley Nathalie Jones. Hervey Allen ,fcLrth 01 a daughter. May 7. at CamThelma Day. Charles Ellis, Sylvia lden Community Hospital.
Shafter, Eleanor Sylvester. Charles ’ Mrs- Beulah Baker and children of
Wooster, Eleanor Tibbetts and Ruth ( Edgecomb are visiting her parents
Dondis. Senior (English, mathemaand Mrs Ocor8e Re
ties. science and social studies): Wai- ' Mrs. Lena Tominski entertainca -lie
ter Staples. Richard Britt, Nicholas I Trytohelp Club Monday evening. The
P-.lUane. Shirley Barbour. Robert ' Ume was spent in tacking a quilt
Allen Dudley Perry. Merton Sumner I Th* MXt meeting will be held at the
Pierre Havener, Frank Harding. Mau- j Baptist vestry.
ric< Shepherd
' There was g°°d attendance at the
French: Winfield Chatto. Mabel meeting of th? Weidman class at the
Monroe, Oertrude Heal Donna de- | Methodist vestry Tuesday evening
kochemont. Edwin Edwards. Edward and all were glad to welcome back
Hellier, Jennie Long. Elaine Rich- from the conference their pastor. Rev
arcLs Burr Atwood, and Arlene W111- F. F. Fowle. who begins his sixth
year as pastor of the church.
chentaugh.
Miss Marion Weidman accompanied
La'ln. Ralph Tylei. Marion Watts,
Edward Hayes, Frances Young. Carl Mr and Mrs. William Taibot and
ton Gregory. Gladys Strcut. Haze: Mrs. Cora Talbot to Ellsworth Tues
Vasco, Mildred Smith. Myles Sawyer day to view the ruins of the recent
fire.
and Winifred Pinkham.
Mr. and Mrs Robert B Magune
Pupils to represent Rockland High
were
happily surpiised Saturday eve
School in the finals which will take
ning when a group of friends walked
place in the near future will be:
Freshman English: Mildred Smith in on them to help celebrate their
Edward Haves Sophomore English 25th wedding anniversary. The affair
Gertrude Heal. Emma Harding had been secretly planned by their
Junior English, Norman Stanley. daughter. Miss Dorothy Magune and
Nathalie Jones. French: Winfield was very cleverly carried out. In the
Chatto. Mabel Monroe. Gertrude company were Mr. and Mrs. Gershom
Heal. Latin: Ralph Tyler. Marior. Rollins. Mrs. Gladys Mill; and daugh
Watts. Edward Hayes. Frances Young ter Helen. Miss Anna Webster. Misu
Seniors competing for the four-year Dorothy Magune. all of Rockland. Mr.
scholarship: Walter Staples. Richard and Mrs. Ross Patterson and Mr. and
Mrs. L. True Spear.
Britt

Results of the Local Scholar

DO (TON

»4Z®

**

EASTERN

SHRUBS, PLANTS, Etc.

PI
hitneyM
ul lndall &„ W_

SOCONY •O1

JUST 46 POUNDS
OF FAT GONE

for oil ranges

CLEAN
BURNING

PROMPT
DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

QUIVERING
NERVES

Every-Other-Day
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Five Cups of Fine Tea

UNION

WEST ROCKPORT

Mrs. Emma Leach *ho has been
spending the winter in Hawthorne,
Fla , expects to leave there May 18.
SALADA BROWN LABEL
Mrs. Leach with her brother-in-law,
—the lowest priced line tea you can
Henry Crawford, will motor north tn
company with Rev. and Mrs. W. P.
buy—wifi give you five cups of
1 Richardson who will spend the sum
delicious tea for just one cent . . .
mer in Maine, visiting Mrs. Leach and
And your grocer also carries Salada
; olher friends in this vicinity for a
Red Label, America's finest tea.
time
Miss Frances Bachelder of Rock' land was guest Sunday of Mr. and
,1 Mrs. Henry Lamson.
Miss Myrtle Fiske visited her cousin
Mrs. A A. Clark recently.
Several from the church and parish
SIS-A
■ of this place attended the • annual
j meeting of the Lincoln Baptist As
NORTH WARREN
WASHINGTON
sociation in Morrill Friday and report
Fred L. Sukeforth and Elden
Mrs. Rosetta Packard who has 1 an interesting session.
Brown ot Augusta were weekend been spending a week with Mabie
Tolnian-lla.ni niond
guests at Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crawford has returned to her home
Earl Tolman ol this place and Miss
in Waldoboro.
Sukeforth’s.
I Fi ances Hammond of Rockland were
A large company attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foster and her recently united in marriage at the
dance at Light's pavilion Friday father, Albert Mank of Tenant's ! Methodist parsonage in Rockport by
Harbor, were callefs at Mabie ' Rev. F. F. Fowle. They were attendnight.
»
Crawford's
and William Antilla'.s j ed by Mr. and Mrs. Neelo Lofman.
The semi-final speaking contest
The newlyweds have begun house-1
was held Friday evening at the ! last Friday.
Methodist Church and a large
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank and keeping in the house formerly owned
audience attended. Eight speakers j Donald Mank were visitors Sunday by George Williams. Congratulations
represented WHS.
Miss Alma ' at Mrs. Mabelle Cross’ in Thom- and best wishes follow them to their
new home.
Grinncll and Jack Webber were i aston.
,

for One Cent

SALADA’ TEA

IT’S THE TOBACCO THAT COUNTS

APPLETON MILLS

FRIENDSHIP

Friends of Rev. R H Moyle are re
joicing in the fact that he is to remain
here for another year.
Mrs. Edith Overlock of RazorvlUe
is a Union visitor for a few days.
Mrs. Lizzie Hawes spent the week
end with her daughters in Massachu
setts.
In the absence of the pastor the
Sunday services at the Methodist
Church both morning and evening,
were conducted by Rev. C. H. B.
Seliger.
Walter Hastings and Vernon Achorn
of Thomaston with their families
were at Ralph Wallace's last Thurs
day.
Miss Thelma Russell, a teacher in i
the Rockland schools, spent the week-j
end with Mrs. Eva Starrett.
I
j Mrs. Muriel Hallowell of Arlington
called on friends in tills place Sat
urday.
* • • •

AT ANY AGE ... buoyant youth! It's
largely a matter of vitamins,
proteins, minerals and carbohy
drates, so food authorities tell us.
And that’s what you get in Shredded

Wheat. All of wheat's vital elements
—nothing added, nothing taken
away; Nature’s own measure of
bran. Try two of these golden bis

cuits, with milk or cream, with fresh
or preserved fruit. And smile with
the youth/ul millions who enjoy this
VITALLY DIFFERENT food
every day

High School Notes

I The first baseball game of the seaMr. and Mrs. Leland R. McElwee' son was played with Rockport High
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wlll
Brown Sunday, were Mr. and Mrs. returned Thursday to their home in April 29. Rockport winning, the score
Maynard Brown and Frank Meservey. Waban. Mass., after visiting Mr and, being 18 to 14.
Union won a baseball game with
Jethro Pease of Hope has been Mrs William Bramhall for a few
| Appleton. May 3, score 5 to 4.
hauling fertilizer to several of the days
in spite of thc fact that Union lost
Elmer Benner and Mrs. Ida Con
farmers in this vicinity. In spite of
to Warren Friday night 10 to 11,
don
of
Rockland
were
in
town
Thurs

the
prevailing
low
prices
of
farm
chosen to compete at the Inter-1 Sunday school reopened for the
products this last year, many of the day, called by the illness of their much praise is given to Kanko Aho
HOPE
scholastic Contest to be held at Lib- j summer May 7 at the Andereon
for his hit and home run.
farm*is are planning to “carry on" brother George Benner.
erty Community hall sometime in schoolhouse. There was good at
The freshmen are working on book
Church school is held every Sun another season.
Frederick
Ellison
of
Lunenburg,
the near future. Miss Helen Sianis tendance and a new class of little
reports.
day with classes for all ages, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene of Mass., has opened his summer home
and Frederic Light received honor tots was added.
Last Thursday the Union High
an invitation is extended to every Palmer, Mass., were callers ou Mr at Wadsworth Point. Mr Ellison has
able mention.
School Band played several selections
Mir. and Mrs. Clifford Robinson one to attend.
»
and Mrs. A. L. Sprowl Saturday.
recently bought the town farm prop
Mr. and \trs. Mahlon Turner mo- and family and Mrs. Rilda Post
before a Joint assembly of the high
Alden Allen has been confined to
Miss Muriel Robbins spert the erty which adjoins his.
toted to Massachusetts to spend the visited at Maynard Pd~t's, Spruce
school and grades. They were very
the house the past week, thc- re vcckend with her grandmother, Mrs.
John Mitchell and Herbert Sim favorably received by the student
weekend. Mrs. Carl Sukeforth cared
sult of a severe cold.
Head, last Sunday.
Addie
Robbins.
mons returned home Thursday from
Much credit u due Mr Law
for their daughter during their ab
R. L. Thorndike is building an
Mr. and Mrs. Fraud Morse and a trip to Portland where they attend-, and members Qf the band for the
sence.
other addition to his Hobbs Pond daughter of Hope were visitors of his ed meetings of the Masonic Grand
RAZORVILLE
Charles Ludwig made a trip to
| rapid progress made. It should be
property.
father James Morse Sunday.
Lodge
Rhode Island Friday night, to return
remembered that this organization
Mrs. Clara Clark is in Hyde Park.
In spite of the cold winds, con
A. H. S. boys went to Union Friday
Sunday accompanied by his wife Mass. where she will visit for a few
Supt. F. L. S. Morse and Principal did not get under way until January,
ditions in this section are very to play baseball with Un’on High
who has been spending a week with weeks with her son Charles.
Donald R. Knapp attended a princi and at that time none of the mem
rprirjlike. Vegetable and flower The score was 5-4 in favor of the ;
pals' and superintendents' conven bers could read music. We feel that
Mrs. Burnell Overlock.
Mrs. Forrest Chapman spent last gardens are taking form and the Union boys.
tion in Augusta Friday.
Virgil Lancaster who teaches
we are indeed fortunate to have a
week with her mother Mrs. Leighe- grass is getting greener all the time
Sunday callers on Mrs, Ashton Rip
school in Charleston was the week
Alfred H Morton and Ernest Burns i man of Mr. Law's ability at the head
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman and ley were Mrs. Earle Ludwick and
who is ill.
end guest of his wife's parents, Mr.
took a truck load of lobsters to N F. of this worthwhile activity.
Charles Clark of Hyde Park, visited Mrs. Charles Childs and daughter daughter Marion. Mrs. Harriet Orbeand Mrs. Fred Ludwig.
Trefethern
Co., Portland, Friday.
There will be a band concert and
Muriel
of
South
Hope
were
visitors
ten, and Miss Parker, all of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sukeforth at his old home here last week.
Capt. A. M. Wallace also made the! social in the gymnasium tonight. Adtn
town
during
the
past
week.
land.
Edith Overlock who has been with
and daughter Madeline made a
trip
mission 10 and 15 cents.
A little daughter has arrived in
Mr. Butterfield of Rocklandt has
combined business and pleasure trip Mrs. Btrdell Hibbert several month'
Mr. Thomas went to Augusta Fri
Wilbur Wotton and friend Walter
the
family
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Franx
been
overlooking
and
tuning
several
tetumed to her home here last
day to attend a meeting of secondary
to Augusta Saturday.
Harris
of
Rochester,
N.
H
,
spent
last
M Payson.
pianos here
Tuesday. .
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth J Sunday with Mr. and Mrs Alason E school principals.
There was good attendance when
Mrs. Pansy Hibbert Is putting the
The seniors are especially busy pre
SOUTH WARREN
Pomona Grange met with Hop" have returned home, after having Woltonhome of Winfield Savage in order for
paring for their graduation.
rpent
the
winter
in
Florida.
I
The
Virginia
R..
Capt.
Lew
J
WalOrange last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs O. A. Copeland and summer occupancy.
Members of the freshman civics
Several from this place attended '•*<*• came into New Bedford ThursMrs. Nathan Barrett returned remother spent an evening with Mr.
class are working on a debate. Re
Fred Jones who has been ill from oer i’.y flrom an extended visit to Rebckah district meeting in Waldo- day w«h 900 gallons of scallops,
and Mrs. E. J. Kelloch in North grippe ls improving and now able to
solved. "That the country is a better
Washington, D C. and other places boro and reported the meeting both j Wi’.liam H Allen is improved in
Warren last week and found them be out of doors.
place to grow up in than the city."
interesting and instructive. Wed- ] health.
of Interest.
enjoying a good measure of healtn
Laura Wallace was in Boston over
nesday night a special meeting of
Mrs. Lena Davis and L. C Morton last weekend.
and with minds as keen and alert
SWAN'S ISLAND
NORTH WASHINGTON Golden Rod Lodge was held and the niotored to Portland Sunday. Mrs.
on all questions of the day as most
The next ball game will be May 12
degree worked for the benefit of the Davis attended Dr. Merrill's service
people many years younger.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Milan and son
Maurice Lenfest and brother warden of the Rebekah Assembly ol : and they dined with Mr and Mrs. with Rockport High at Union.
The Athletic Association will pre
Those from Good Will Grange of Deer Isle recently visited Mrs. George of Wakefield. Mass., visited
Matne Miss Laura Harden and Dis- | Earl Files before returning
sent
the play "The Blue Bag" very
who attended Pomona at Hope last Nettle Milan.
! their parents Mr. and Mrs. M. W trict Deputy Mrs. Coffin A bounti- j Mrs. Melvin • Lawry. Mrs Olivia
soon Watch for further announce
Saturday report a very pleasant and
The Methodist social was held in Lenfest over thc weekend.
ful supper followed
j Hoffses, Mrs. W Dalton Wotton, ment.
profitable session. Thc address by Red Men's hall Saturday evening
Donald Cunningham with his
Chester Brown and Kenneth Lewis
Louis Walker of Rockland was Those in charge of refreshments this , mother Mrs. F. W. Cunningham
attended the Methodist conference in
CUSHING
much appreciated.
week Margaret Sprague and Mary anl brothe:* Robert, were visitors
SIMONTON
Bangor Sunday.
Several from this place attended Trask.
j Saturday and Sunday of his uncle.
Mrs. Hattie Ames received word last
Walter Trefethern of Portland was
the dance at North Warren Satur
Community AaaociaUon Meets
week of the death of her brother in town Sunday.
When Mr. and Mrs. William Kelly R. P. Morang In Orland.
day evening.
Road Commissioner Arno Bartlett Henry Morse in Nashua. N. H. Mr
answered a call at their door last Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H Morton, The annual business meeting of
Mrs. R. E. Cutting made a trip to day evening they found there a hug” | was here last week with a crew of Morse had visited with his sister here
Mrs. Archie Wallace, Mrs. John Stev the Community Association was held
Portland' Thursday.
and lery attractively arranged May- men and made some much needed many times and though somewhat ens and Miss Phyllis Stevens motored Thursday evening with large attend
Mrs. Olive Fales was a caller basket, made by three Rebekah 1 repairs on the kiads A fine piece advanced In years was alert and ac-_____
Sunday to South Bristol and Christ- ance.
Thursday on Mrs. Grace Maloney at J sisters, Mrs. Cheever Ames, Miss of work was done and fully appreci Kve. and would have been considered mas
Albert B. Witherspoon and Cecil
Pleasant Point.
Luella Holmes, and Mrs Laura Stin- ated. by this part of the town, a* i much younger than what he was.
Annis were re-elected president and
Mrs. Leila Lermond went to Ban svn. Mr. and Mrs. Kelley are two of least.
Mrs Ames is the last one remaining ol
vice president; Mrs Lillian Dunton
WEST PENOBSCOT
gor Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. L. the oldest members, but have not been
F. W. Cunningham was called to a large family.
becomes the new secretary, and Mrs
B. Wood for a stay of two days.
Messrs. Peck. Hubbell and Andrew
able to attend recently on account of Liberty Friday to do a lot of photo
Louise Melvin enters upon her 11th
Walter Dunlap and Mr. and
8. H. Creighton remains critically poor health.
year as treasurer of the association
graphic work for New York parties returned Saturday to Woodbridge,
Mrs. Paul Higgins of Dexter wer"
111.
The board of directors were re-elect
who own property there, and hope Conn , after a week at the Peck farm.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Rev. and Mrs F. C. Wheelock and vfsitors at the home of Mr. and ed: Cecil Annis chairman, Joseph
to interest others from that state,
STEAMBOAT CO.
children Frank and Carol returned to Mrs Raymond York Sunday.
Morton, Fred Buzzell and C. J
in the same.
DULL HEADACHES 60NE
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
Springfield, Mass, Saturday after j Tho people of this vicinity are Mathews..
Steamer leaves Swan s Island at 3 30
Mrs. W L. Leigher is ill and is
SIMPLE REMEDY DOES 11 A. ML Stonington 6 23. North Haven 7.23.
spending a week at Gray House, their getting the land ready to put in
Charles Bryant and Ernest Douglas
Headaches caused by constipation vinalhaven 8.1S. due to arrive at Rock- bring cared lbr Iby her daughter farm here.
"
their crops.
resigned as members of the dance
are gone after one dose of Adierika
Rorkiand at 1 so ?. ia,
Forcst Chapman of Razorville
Miss Clara Spear of Thomaston was
Robert Ridley of Castine was committee and John Buzzell and
This cleans all poisons out of BOTH Vinalhaven 2 43, North Haven 3 30. Ston
Mrs. Gleason Blake and sister
at 4.40; due to arrive al Swan's
upper and lower bowels. Gives bet ington
aallinig on his sister Mrs. Melvin Jesse Harriman were appointed. Ouy
laland about 8.00 p M
Miss lOertriiie Pre;||att called on at her cottage Friday.
ter sleep, ends nervousness. C. H.
B B. STINSON
Mr and Mrs. Hiram Libby of Thom- 1 York Sunday.
Annis and John Buzzell were in
130-tf Mrs. Ellen Cunningham Sunday.
Moor & Co . Druggists
a«ton were at their Bird Point cotMrs Arthur Hpath haj. bcen
structed to continue thc community
tage recently.
papering for her sister Mrs. Avery socials
»
Mbs Orpha Killeran spent the Bowd?n Qf
Or,and
The
modus
operandi was working
YOU'RE UJCKY.CORA. I HEAR
I KNOW YOU use \
weekend at her home here, returning
fine and the meeting getting inter
THE MAKERS RECOMMEND
Sunday to her rehool in Hinckley
|
James Blssett ls «rlously U1'
RINSO 00 YOU
esting when some one shouted "Fire!"
f THAT’S THE KINO OF A
OSINO MY SOAP IN IT
Silas Hyler, Fred Robinson. D L sufIerlnK from asthma
THINK IT WOULD
I (KNOW IT WOULD.I
“Buzz," our premier fire-chief start
\ WASHER 1 BOUGHT IT'S
HAVEN'T A WASHER
Maloney. B. S Oeyer and W B HoldTh? fishermen are catching a few ed on the dead run, and When that
GET MY CLOTHES
—A
WONDERFUL RUT —
BUT RINSO SOAKS
er attended court in Rockland Satur- alewives ln their weirs. No reports boy gets going he would make one of
MY CLOTHES WHITE
day. Deputy Sheriff Harry Young is of any salmon being caught sinc3 Babe Ruth's homers look like a lame
in attendance each day.
, April 25
duck session At first it was thought
Sunday services were held at the the depression or perhaps the bank
SOUTH WALDOBORO Full Gospel Mission at South Or situation had gone to his head, but
land May 7 with good attendance.
anyway, everyone started running
Mrs. G. T Palmer. Mrs Leland Win
Mrs. Fred Bowden has been suf after him, expecting the worst. But
chenbach, Mrs. G H. Scofield and fering from an ulcer on her ankl*>.
when they found It only a practical
Mrs. John Eakins were Rockland
but is now much improved.
Joke and tliat there were no casualties,
visitors Saturday.
Thc school children are planning all agreed that the Simonton Com
Charles and Frank Woodlock of
ai fine program Aar Mothers Day munity Association sets the pree"
Connecticut were in town last week
and all mothers are requested to dent, adjourning Its annual meeting
on a business trip.
tn the newest and most novel man
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings and
Will iBenner of Vinalhaven was ner.'
W. M.
two children, Mr. and Mrs. Vern
calling on John Philip Monday.
Achorn and daughter of Thomaston
DEER ISLE
and Mr. and Mrs C F Jackson were
It’s a Long Time
dinner guests of Mr and Mrs. Martin
Mrs. Jo.ephlne Ftfield of Brewer
Collamore Sunday.
Since John Had
visited relatives and friends here last
Miss Freda Dalton of thc village
RINSO IS GREAT IN TUBS, TOO.
week
has been the guest of Mrs. A. J. GenMrs. Mattie Fifleld of West Ston
ITS RICH SUDS SOAK OUT
thner a few days.
Thomas Winchenbach and family Happy Now—No More Idle Days— ington is employed at the Couch
DIRT—GET CLOTHES 40R5
His Wife Joyfully Asserts
summer home.
of Dutch Neck were callers Saturday
SHADES WHITER. AND NO
Miss Mary OToole of Boston has
evening at Samuel Winchenbach's.
As long as you have an excess of
arrived
to spend the summer. She is
Alfred
Standish
returned
to
Con

uric
acid
and
other
circulating
SCRUBBING TO WEAR THINGS
necticut Sunday to resume his school poisons ln the joints, blood and tis staying with Mrs. Vida Sylvester for
THREADBARE! CLOTHES LAST
sues you are going to have rheuma awhile.
duties.
tic pains, aches, twinges and Joint
William J. Weymouth who has
Nellie Wallace was in Portland Fri swellings—you can't help but have
2 OR 5 TIMES LONGER—SAVES
day.
been visiting friends and relativesln
them.
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!
So Start today with this swift, safe, Portland returned home last week.
The first tall game of the season
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Pickering cf
was held Sunday between Damari-I popular prescription to get rid of
Home-making experts of 316 leading newspapers—
annoying rheumatic troublestscotta and the Beech Hill boys, the j Just ask David L. McCarty or any Sunehine were weekend guests of
makcrsof-iOfamous washers—recommend Rinso. Gives
twice as much suds, cup
latter winning the game.
druggist for one 85 cent bottle of Mis. Clara Eaton.
for cup, as lightweight,
Miss Edith Levensaler and Gladys Allenru—a sensible scientific formula
Miss Lillian Greenlaw has returned
puffed-up soaps. Won
Bailey were at the Levensaler camp free from opiates or nerve deaden to Eanford after a short vacation
ing drugs—it drives out pain and
derful for dishes and
at the Cove Sunday.
agony ln 48 hours—or money back. from her school.
all cleaning—saves the
Edward Southworth and cnlldren
Excess uric acid poison starts to leave
hands. Get Rinso today.
“Is old Angus a typical Scotsman?' body ln 24 hours—the same guarantee Helen and Ted who spent the wee;k
"Is he? He's saved all his toys for holds good for Sciatica, Neuritis and at their cottage here returned to
America's biggest-selling package soap
Lumbago from the same cause—why
his second childhood.”—Tit-Bits.
Springfield Sunday.
not start to get well today.

RHEUMATISM

KEEP YOUR YOUTH!

IT Art lo* M, Nrafaro rath on /Ao
gacAazr. zoffKNOW
o« Aai, ihrtdded
hot.

SHREDDED WHEAT
A product of

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Unccda Bakers”

We will put this

NEW

DELCO HEAT
in your home for

$295

SMALL DOWN PAY
MENT... BALANCE ON
CONVENIENT TERMS

Don't fail to see this «en«atlonal

new Delco Heat at your first

opportunity,

l-ct us show you

how il give* more heat with leu
fuel.

Let us show you why It

hums the cheaper grade* of oil

with greater efficiency.

Let u«

point out thc sturdy construction,
thc completely enclosed unit, the

A General Motors Value

design that make* it proof against

excessive heat. Let us show you
£

Yet, we’ll put this new Delco
Heat in your home at an

amazing, low price—no extras to
buy—no additional charge*.
This new Delco He's! bring*

defsendtihlc oil heat within thc
reach of thounand*—to the ownera of smaller home* a* well a* to

owner* of larger home*.

It'* a

real Delco Heat In every way—

with all the feature* that have

how you can have it in your
present furnace or in a new one.
And if you want to buy Delco

Heat on easy terms, wc have a
plan you will like. You can make
just a small down payment—the
balance to suit your convenience.
Mail the coupon below for com

plete information. Or stop in and
sec us today.

the choice of hundred* here and

DELCO HEAT

in many other cities.

THE SIMPLIFIED OIL BURNER

made this outstanding oil burner

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,1NC492 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W

Address to G. A LAWRENCE CO., Inc.. Rockland, Maine

I

Please send all details about the new Delco Heat.

Name,,,............................................................... ................. .....................................
Address..................................... ...................................................... ...........................................

]
3-62
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THOMASTON

SUPERIOR COURT ADJOURNS

Dr and Mrs. Eben Alden arrived

■><-...... . . . ............ ...

SX.X’T
at the station by L. H. Dunn.
Thomas Scott has gone to New
Bedford, Mass., to enter the employ
of Capt. Bill Wincapaw, air navigator.
Wallace Edgerton and friend R. E.
Savony of Boston were overnight
guests at the Knox Hotel Tuesday, go
ing to Bangor Wednesday.
Scott Littlefield of Vinalhaven was
in town Wednesday to arrange witn
Earl F Woodcock to attend a dinner
in Portland Sunday to be given by
the A. & P Co. to the managers of
stores in this district.
Richard Wyllie, Almond Day, Ger
ald Creamer and John DeWinter are
leaving today by taxi, having been
ordered to report at Portland as ap
plicants for positions in the refores
tation division.
Myles Weston has returned from a
visit in Portland.
Mrs. Oeorge Ludwig entertained the

Notice
1 he Town of St. George wishes to an
nounce a very attractive issue of Town

Bonds.

These bonds are running for a

period of eight years, payable $2000 each
year with interest at 3'< .

The total issue

will be for $ 16,000, and anyone interested

call the Selectmen s Office at Tenant's Har

bor, or the Security Trust Co., Rockland,

Maine.

.

I Eleven Divorce, Were Grented, end Men, Other Metter,
Found Disposition During the Term

In Everybody’s Column

FOB SIIE

• EGGS AND CHICKS •
8**>*,*<» «

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
«-**«*****m
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s sStraln 8. C. Reds.
10 cents for three times. Six words One
quality—the Best. $10 per hundred.
make a line.
F. H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston. Me .
R. 1. Phone Warren .10-6.
52-tf

“More For Less” Values for this
WHEN you are planning to sell your
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
The May term of Knox County I Dow, both of Owl’s Head, adultery, j week: Domino Fine Granulated
WARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland
52-tf
Superior Court adjourned at 3 20 , Custody of Robert R. and Barbara Sugar, 100 lb. bugs, $4.75; 25 Ib.
NATURAL ground sea shells are nest
bags,
$1.23;
10
Ib
bags,
49e.
Pills

yesterday afternoon.
F.. minor children, granted to Robert
for poultry. By ton. $8 delivered. Write
• • • •
TEN MONTHS OLD male Police dog ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me
D. Dow until further order of Court, bury's Best Flour, 85c; Occident
lost
May
3.
light
tan.
lighter
chest
and
The case of inhabitants ot I libellee to have the privilege to visit
8. C. R. I. Red chicks three years state
Flour, 89c; Stover's Pride Flour, legs, dark tall and nose. MRS. EVA
accredited, price according to number.
BRUSI. R 3. Waldoboro
56*58 Chickens
Friendship vs. the Inhabitants of | the children at reasonable times and 75c; Best Family Flour, 69c; Pastry
are now the farmer's best bet.
Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E.
Flour 69c; “More For Less" Scratch
Bristol has been reported to the Law places. Tirrell for libellant.
C. TEAGUE, Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42.
52-tf
Feed, $1.50; “More For Less" Egg
Court on agreed statement. This Is
Mildred Evelyn Hoyle of Camden
Mash with Nopco XX Oil, $1.63;
"MORE FOR LESS" special Chicken
a pauper case. Rodney I. Thomp- j from Ronald Lester Hoyle of Roxvalues for this month: Week Old Started
"More for Less” Growing Feed $1.68
son appears for the plaintiffs and bury. Mass., cruel and abusive treatChicks. Rocks. Reds. Leghorns, and Anconas. 10c each. Two weeks old 12c each.
"More
For
Less"
20
Percent
Dairy
Hilton & Hilton appears for the de- nient. Custody of Norma Frances
WANTED—To hire small farm with Day Old Chicks 45 00 per hundred up.
Feed, $1.33: Stover’s Pride 20 Per wood for home use, for one year from Small or large lots. Orders (or 100 or
fendants.
Hoyle, minor child granted to Mil
option to buy. on good road, ln more shipped direct to your address by
cent Dairy Feed, $1.53; Fancy Corn, owner,
or near Tenant's Harbor, buildings In parcel post prepaid on receipt of Cash or
dred Evelyn Hoyle until further j
Cracked Corn and Meal, $1.15; good condition. State lowest cash price, P O. ordcr. We have several thousand
Case cel Forest E. Dearborn of
order of Court. Libellant to recover !
full details ln first letter. Address J. T„ for Immediate delivery dally at our war»Oats, $1.05. Seed Oats, Swedish R. 3. Box 57. Derry Village. N. H 54*56 house office. No line of business has
Waltham, Mass., administrator of
against the libellee the sum of $3
the depression like the poul
Type, Germination 98%, Purity
the estate of L. Frank Dearborn
YOUNG man or woman wanted for withstood
business Our "Just Right" Chick
erh week! V>r support Of minor
permanent connection with sales Dept try
99.5%, 75e per bush. Grammy of
containing Oxide Iron. Yeast,
formerly of Camden, against Joseph ,
Wllbur for HbeUanL
nationally known corporation. Write Starter
Cod l.lver Oil will grow them to
56*58 and
Gfaham Flour, 18e; 2 (or 35e. 20 S W BRADFORD. Friendship
H Bagley of Camden. This was e
broiler size ln less than eight weeks andAnita B. Goldfarb of Rockland
TAXI
DRIVER
wanted
Apply
ln
perInto
heavy layers at (our and a half
Ib. tub: Pure Lard, $1.60; Waseo
negligence case, the accident occur from 8. Stanley Goldfarb of New
son. C. P HAR\,VEY. 23 Park St.
53-tf months. You can beat the depression
Fancy
Soft
Winter
Bran
and
with
poultry,
on the farm or In the back
ring on the afternoon of Nov. 19
POSITION as chef or order cook want
York, Oene
non-support.
Custody
In the city. See these Chicks today
1932 0PJ*»*te W>e Farmers' Union Oeorgc
minor chud
p.ant^ Mixed Feed, $1.25; Best Potatoes. ed. Best of references. H. T. PERRY, lot
*tf ln our Electric Brooders. These Star49c bushel; Green Mountain Seed □race St.. City.
line Electric Brooders are priced at 49 65
Monday Club that evening. Those on Mountain street. Camden. L ,0 AnUa B q^,,^ until (urther
each and can be kept Ul the parlor as
Potatoes, 25c peck; 75c bushel;
far
as cleanliness ls concerned. We carry
present were Mrs Ella Dunn. Mrs , Prank Dearborn was walking across ord(;r of Court LibelIee t0 pay l0
a full line of Poultry. Dairy, and Barn
Early Rose Seed Potatoes. 30c peck;
Cora Currier and Mrs Lucy Clark Mountain street when the accident libellant $5 a week for support of
Equipment.
If you want healthy, hardy.
♦
Fine and Int. Chicken Cracked
I strong Chicks on the "MORE FOR LESS"
♦
4 | Plan. Higher Quality for Lcsh Money,
Mrs. Currier won highest score. Re- happened and he died at the hos- minor child. Roberts for libellant.
Corn. $1.25; 41% Cottonseed, $1.45: K*--a--****a*<*>**-a-*«.*^«.p ) order today. Wholesale and Retail Dis
freshments were served.
pital on Nov. 23. Directed verdic;
Carrie B. Robishaw from Ernest 50% Beef Scraps, $2; Quaker Poul
tributors ln Southern Maine for the
If you have a cottage to let or
Mrs. L. B Gilchrest has arrived for the plaintiff for $2500. Charle- P. Robishaw. both of Rockland, in
desire summer boarders advertise the j famous Elmore Feeds. Lehigh Cement.
try Litter. 40c pr bale; Baled Shav
fertilizers and land lime. STOVER'S
fact
ln
this
paper
where
thousands
and opened her house on Gilchrest A Perry appeared for the plaintiff toxication. Custody of Jeannette
I CASH ORAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS
will read of It.
ings, 45c; Big-Crop Potato Fertil
for STOVER FEED MFG CO. On track
street. She spent the winter in Cal!-, and Locke. Perkins & Williamson of and Marilyn, minor children grant
izers, $1.75 to $1.82%; Grneral Gar
BOARDERS wanted. Accommodate 12 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below Arfomia and New York city.
Augusta appeared for the defendant ed to Carrie B. Robishaw until’ den Fertilizer, $1.62 per bag; high persons Cottages one minute from sale I mour
’s. Tel. 1200 .
51-tf
mour's
bathing
beach MRS AMY 8 McVEIOH.
Mrs. Edward Elliot and two chil
grade
Garden
Fertilizer,
$1.98
per
further order of Court. Libellee to
Pwr Isle.
«
5i.u
___________________
. II
The negligence cases of Maureen
♦ •B
dren are visiting her parents in
f
WILL rent for the summer, house, seven '
pay the libellant the sum of $5 a bag; 10 varieties Rose Bushes
Burns
vs.
Ronaldo
LaFLamme
and
rooms, good location, on High St., elec-1 ♦
Brighton. Mass.
I
49c each. The above are only a trie lights, water, fully furnished C. A
week. Smalley for libellant.
The Board of Trade met Wednes- Margaret E. Burns vs. Ronaldo La4
few of the many “More For Less" VOSE. Thomaston. Me. Tel. 150-11.
Mabel L. Burrage of Camden from
_________ _____ ____________________ 54-56
day evening. Plans for small and Flamme were defaulted by agreement
Edward H Burrage of Boston, adult values olT< red thLs week. You will i SIX room cottage at Crescent Beach to
TWO furnished light housekeeping
large industries were discussed; the Rearing in damages will be held
electric lights, use ol bath, hot
ery. Custody of Bat bara granted never buy so cheap again. All the • let. running water, electric lights, fur- rooms,
water
and gas
No children
E N.
| nace, by week or season
STEPHEN
consensus of opinion favored small before Justices Fisher and Chapman
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel 804-J.
to Mabel L. Burrage until further above prices are way below our
BRAULT. 57 South Main St. Tel. 97
ones. A large membership is desired Carl A. Blackington of Watervill"
56-58
order of Court. Libellee to pay the rosts of replacement, thereby sav __________ ________________________ 56*58
FIVE ROOM apartment to let. stll
COTTAOA at Hosmer Pond for sale or
Miss Martha Jones is in town ano appeared for the plaintiffs and Roblibellant the sum of $5 a week for ing the people, farmers and deal
rent, six rooms, screened porch, two modern Improvements, furnished or un
has opened the house of S. E. Smith inson * Richardson appeared for
furnished.
Inquire DAVID RUBIN
support of child. Smalley for libel ers of Southern Maine thousands car garage, boat. S. HANSEN. Camden
49-tf
___________________________________
55*60 STEIN. Tel. 1285 .
and his niece. Miss Christine Moore tbe defendant.
of
dollars
in
advances
If
acted
upon
lant.
FURNISHED
apartment
ol
three
SALESMAN with car to sell to retail
who came Wednesday and will spend
immediately. There has been a stores, commission paid dally. KRAFT. rooms, with pleasant outlook. 12 KNOX
Myra B. Strong from Leo F
Herbert E. Locke. John Carleton.
55-tf
56*58 ST. Tel. 156-W
the summer here.
terrific rise in all commodities this East Friendship. Me
both of Augusta. and JJ^n’.ey O Strong, both of Camden, adultery.
i FURNISHED ROOM to let at 33
HIRAM
SMALL
homestead.
Crescent
The Ellsworth schools are sus
past week. All we can say Ls, we
Beach to rent for season
EDNA M j Limerock St. MARY WIOOIN SPEAR.
Chase of Waterville were present at L.bellant to recover against the
__ ________________________________ 56*58
pended for this week. Stephen Lav
will give you “.More For Less" here SMALL. 486 Boylston St. Boston. Mass
libellee
the
sum
of
$2500
in
lieu
of
54*59\ HOUSE with file room- to let. Oood
ender. an assistant teacher in the C0*11-1 Tursda-'i
at
all
times.
Dollars
are
going
alimony. * Smalley for libellant.
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me condition. Frice right. Tel. 1293 EVA
high school, is spending the week at
down, flour, feed, grain, sugar and —Rent for season, six rooms, bath, fully AMES
56*58
Criminal case of State vs. RayGertrude E. Sylvester from Ed
furnished,
electric lights, hot and cold
FURNISHED bedroom, bath aud use
hls home here.
commodity prices are rising rapid
mond Davis, selling securities with- ward N. Sylvester of Rockland, cruel
water. S. W. LITTELL 138 Main St
of telephone very reasonable MRS
The body cf little Joyce Powers has
ly. You can double your money by
48-tf [ ROBBINS. 20 Maple St Tel. 143-R
out a license. Plea nolo contendre. and abusive treatment. Custody of
—
56*58
zeen recovered from the Georges
investing in commodities today.
Sentenced to pay a fine of $200 and Eleanor R.. Edward C., Laura E.,
TENEMENT to let at 44 Gay St Wlll
River. She was drowned Monday
Deliveries
anywhere
wanted.
let furnished or unfurnished. 415 a
costs or 60 days in jail. Fine and Blanche E. Betty L. apd Robert A.
aftemcon. March 27 and the subse
1 month furnished. 412 unfurnished. Call
Wholesale and Retail Distributors
costs
were
paid
to
the
clerk.
Henry
M..
minor
children
granted
to
GertFLOYD L SHAW 47 North Main St
quent efforts to recover the body arc
in Southern Maine for the famous
____________________________ 55-tf
Cleaves
Sullivan
of
Portland
for
the
rude
E.
Sylvester
until
further
order
well remembered. As Matt Neimi
Elmore Feeds, Leh-'gh cement, fer
w
' TENEMENTS to let. 410. 412. 414. 415.
of Court. Libellee is ordered to pay
COLONIAL mahogany twin beds for 420 . 425 per month. HERBERT B BARand Everett Davis of Cushing were respondent.
tilisers and land lime. STOVER'S aale.
flnest upholstered box springs. TERCall 25 or 1017-J
52-tf
• • • ’
to libellant the sum of *15 a week.
best hair mattresses, practically new —.* ..------------ ttt——--------- z—
rowing up the river Tuesday morn
CASH
GRAIN
STORES,
DIS

Sell at great sacrifice
W D SMITH „
house,42 Chestnut St
Criminal case of State vs. Williafn Payson for libellant.
ing they found it floating with the
19 Orove St. Tel 103-M
54*56 n8bts- toilet. 6»r»Ke garden space.
TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED —
—————--------------- 2125 adults prelerred
NINA LEACH. TenS Young, selling securities withoin
Virginia E. Drinkwater from
tide near the second, buoy from
MFG. CO. On track, 86 Park St.,
FOR IMMEDIATE sale, the home of | ant's Harbor. Me.
55*57
a
license,
plea
nolo
contendre.
waiter
F.
Drinkwater
of
St.
George,
MRS
JOHN
E
WALKER
at
145
Main
I
Thomaston, which is off shore from
TWO furnished rooms to let at 16
Rocktand.
Just betow Armour's ' St . Thomaston._________
56-58
MASONIC ST________________
55*57
the Mackay Radio Station in Cushing. Sentenced to pay a fine of $300 and c-ye] and abusive treatment. Cus- Tel, 12C0.
56-lt
ONE heller to freshen In two week-. I
costs
or
serve
60
days
in
jail.
Fine
LAWN
ROLLER
to
let
at
very
low
rate.
tody
of
Walter
E..
Jr.
granted
to
the
lor
sale.
WILLIAM
AHO,
South
Wal

It was given in charge cf A. D Davis ,
„
[ Called for and delivered. Heavy water
doboro. Me
& Son and brought to Thomaston and costs were pa:d to 1116 clerk paternal grandparents. Jasper B.
” 11 : ballast roller Phone 791. CRIE HARD
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
FOR SALE: Early Rose Seed Potatoes,
52-tf
Whereas Alta E Knight, of Camden Green Mountain Seed Potatoes; Seed WARE CO . 408 Main St
Private services over the remains Henry Cleaves Sullivan appeared for and Bessie A. Drinkwater of St.
In the County of Knox and State of Oats Swedish Type, Germination 98',,
THREE room furnished apartment to
will be held before being taken to
respondent
George until further order of Court. Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the Purity 99 5%: Big Crop" Fertilizers, for let, 44 week V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
52-tf
sixth day of May, 1932. and recorded In the lawn or garden, flower or vegetable, St. Tel. 1080
North Warren fo rinterment. The
the Knox Registry ol Deeds In Book or the (arm. by_____
The contested divorce case of Liz Smalley for libellant.
the______
pond,____
ton or ___
car _ FOUR ROOM apartment to let, also
190
Page
276.
mortgaged
to
the
under

Evelyn
L.
Norwood
of
Camden
large number of friends of the par
load Ten varieties of Rose Bushes Just three room furnished apartment, both
Tomlinson Co
zie M. Davis vs. Samuel Davis took from Douglas R. Norwood of Boston signed.
Lowest cash
andVlMS
carry prices 1' ™OST »nd
newly flnUhed. MRS.
RationMilliken.
duly oigan.”" “iitin,^ ' fn" N?w ,&£.
^SoA?
ents rejoice with them in the
Tel. 318-W
52-tf
up most of the Wednesday session.
Libe
‘
-I
Xe*
“
of
h
bin^
U
ln
Om
^rtX.
Pr
m
C
'^
‘
“
'*
y8
*
nd
BeU
“
Dl
’
cruel and abusive treatment
_____ ___ _
knowledge that the river has given
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
The divorce was denied by Justice'
, .....
ln-Portland 1,1 the trlbutors in Southern Maine for the fa- rooms' and privateKbath*“i92“LIl«POCK
'
.lant ,to recover Of, libellee
the
County of Cumberland and «aid State of mous Elmore Feeds Lehleh riment ST Tel BiSi nr 211 u
up their dead.
Fisher
1,
..
Maine, the following described real es- fertilizersand ilnri8
! ——- —00 Or 21I~M______________ M-tf
Fisher. Oilfn-d
Gilford R
B Rutter
Butler finneared
appeared11
This Is National Music Week
turn of $o00 in lieu of alimony. LI- tate situated In said Camden, to wit:
CASH GRAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS
APARTMENT of Ave rooms and bath.
for the libellant and Jerome C. Bur-'I ibellant to resume her maiden name.
* h?n5*.n lot.u°r parcel of land wlth for stover feed mfo co. on track
v’OPT TwV3<TP!e*f,.?,'itJt'
Miss Alcada Hall, supervisor of music
'
,
.
,
,,u .
the buildings thereon, situated on the 86 Park St Rockland Just helow Ar- ANNE V FUNT Tel 1013-M
52-tf
rows appeared for the libellee.
Evelyn L. Mayhew. Perry for libel- westerly side of Bay View Street In said •mou?s Tel 1200
J 1 ”
5.4 57
in the public schools of Thomaston
apan
[ Camden, bounded and described as fol- ( - U1.-L
...... .................................. rooms.
Applv
at
CAMDEN
6c
ROCK
has prepared a program to be given
low- Beginning In westerly line of Bay _ STRAW BERRY plants, glght varieties. LAND WATER CO Tel. 634
The total cost of the term ol lant.
52-tf
Dagmar I Upton of Camden from ^lew street at southeasterly corner of F?rLy,_bl^?’
li ,80c
. 100j
in the high school osserr.bly hail Court
FURNISHED apartment to let three
isw $1.56211.
is a*an
un—e w wav •
W* •
.«*, ’which
-.
a a a*s
aa
sa
aa
__
j1 aPost
wo V Office
X. X.
6
lot;
V,
tfivllUB
thence N4J
south
111 If
117'.
I ‘ I liede- Latham raspberries. 41.50 for 100; fresh
52-tf
—CLARENCE SPEAR. Warren rooms and bath. CALL 996
Friday afternoon, beginning at 2 usually small amount for a term of David M Upton of 8outh Portland',
fo^cSri,'.";
mV ,viewS,trwt, ™\-n'
55-57
UPPER furnished apartment of three
! non-support. Custody of Lyndall E ' £ ’c'^hVtmX"^ ^‘pa'nTVKnS
o'clock.
Miss Hall has selected this length.
rooms,
modern,
to
let
Oarage
If
de
,
... ,,
..
.
— Company; thence j SIX ROOM house for sale, all modern
minor child, granted to the libellant *>uth 72*2 degrees west forty-six feet1 conveniences, new garage, good loca- sired. Excellent condition. TEL. 899-W.
"Folk Songs of America" as her
., .w
«
a
ts
and ten Inches, to an iron bolt driven in I tion. very low Drice
Must be snid at
___________ 51-tf
theme. All grades as well as the
The ladies Of the jury wish to ex- until further order Of Court. Perrj I the ground; thence north 14 degrees once. \\ r. STUDLEY. 283 Mam St
PARTLY furnished four room apart
west 57% feet to bolt driven In the' Tel 1080
56-tf ment to let. flush toilet, electric lights.
high school will be represented in press their appreciation of the con for libellant.
ground; thence north 72% degrees east
52-tf
Ruby C. M:Henan Peterson from un a line running five feet distant from
Bf*,ADLKY J A'A Quality and Agrlco ELMER C DAVIS. 22 Fulton St
the program, and Miss Hall will sideration given to them by Justice
the northerly side of the house as lt
bone meal, sheep manure.
TWO six room houses tcTiet at Northbriefly notice the writers of our folk Fisher,
Rcgnor Peterson of Vinalhaven.
Vinalhaven, I now stands on said lot.
lot 44 feet to line nltr*te of soda, and reliable garden end. bath, garage, hard wood floors, etc.
of all
kinds.
Delivery “m'ih- CALL 493-W 9 to 12 a. m. or 1 to 4 p m.
nan-support. Libellant is given perV£w
£?*«*
‘pa^
ard s^S
music and their songs. It will be a
______________ 52-tf
- formerly o. H. Hart.
55-tf
Eleven divorces were granted. ’ mission to resume her maiden name. Arthur p. Ames to Alta e Knight.' Lands
fine way to spend an afternoon.
r-r __
.
MODERN live room up stairs upartMarch 6. 1928. recorded ln Knox Reg
n»iJr?hS^wh*y tV
“ m,nt wl,b bath, oil heated, best focaIn keeping with National Music The list follows:
Ruby C. McHenan. and costs taxed istry of Deeds

LOST AND FOUND

;

WANTED

Summer Cottages

52-tf

Make Mother’s Day; 1933
The Happiest Day of Her Life

With a Lasting Gift

THE NEW FRIGIDAIRE

SEE IT TODAY
his amazing new pngidairi

!

that uses

no more current than one

INSTALLED

Automatic defrosting . . . automatic ice-tray releas
ing . , . cold storage space ... X more food space . ..
distinctive new style . .. genuine Frigidaire quality.

NOW ON DISPLAY—EASY TERMS

A. C. McLOON & CO.
"At the Frigidaire Sign”

603 MAIN STREET

THE BICKNELL

TO LET

VINALHAVEN POWER CO.
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

FOR SALE

my farm ln Northport.

j

Tel. Belfast tlon. piazza Apply 52 MASONIC ST

And Whereas the conditions of said 435-3. L. E. PITCHER. Lincolnville Me
Week, at the Church of St. John
Robert D. Dow from Hattie C. J ax $50 Roberts for libellant.
mortgage have been broken;
54*56
__________
Baptist Friday evening, there will be
Now Therefore, by reason of thc
FURNISHED heated apartment to lei
NEWLY made sour krout. three lbs Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
breach of the conditions thereof, the
50-tf
a special musical service, with an address on “Church Music. Past, panied by his aunt Mrs. Ilda Russel! undersigned.
for
25c
at
my
place
at
The
Highlands
Milliken. Tomlinson Co.
55*571 PASTURAGE. I have untaken pastur
by this notice claims a foreclosure of E A DEAN
age for young heifers at 43 per head for
Present and Future." including he motored to Bangor where he was | “^‘Xrtgage'
EIGHTY ACRE farm for sale, all the season. W. M
"" HOFFSES, ThomasDated at Portland. Maine, this second necessary tools. $1500; part cash
Ad- ton. Me
special emphasis on hymn interpre- crdained as minister at the M. E.
52-57
day of May. A. D. 1933
1 dress OWNER, care Courler-Oazette.
tation. "Excerpts from Tanhauser,” Church there. It was indeed a dav
54.59
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St..
MILLIKEN. TOMLINSON CO.
——-------------— aeven rooms conveniently arranged and
By CHAS E BAKER
a violin solo by Miss Phyllis Belasco, ful1 of
for Mr Herrlck to altold
ed under cover. 410 pleasant: also two garages. Inquire 12
Its Treasurer cord; Junks. 48
Do
not
confuse wood WARREN ST
42 tf
STATE OF MAINE
will directly precede the service be- church in his native town and to be
under cover with wood dried under1 —
Cumberland. SS
May 2. 1933
HOUSE at 22 Oak St. to let. all mod
cover.
O.
H.
CRIE.
Thomaston.
Tel
ginning promptly at 7 p. m. Thc erdained at Bangor from which city
Subscribed and sworn to by Charles E
56-tf ern. newly renovated, six rooms. 420.
high fchool he was graduated and Baker. Treasurer of said Milliken. Tom 122-2
u
. 7-----c-j-21
ALBERT PETERSON at Fullerpublic is cordially invited.
linson Co.
COW
heifers
or
Chevrolet
truck
for 1 ______
cobb-Davts
4n.,r
where he studied for the ministry for
In
ne n,(ll
fne
T>
H
Before me.
sale,
or wlll trade for
horse
B er*
T.
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
HALL. Hope. Me
FREDERIC
J.
LAUGHLIN
54*56
two
years.
Warren
friends
wish
him
Day old chicks while they last.
tenements.
Main.
Orove.
Orace.
Court
53-Th-59
Justice of the Peace.
LONG ESTABLISHED grocery- and ' Sts. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbSaturday only. 8% cents each; SI per success in his chosen profession.
confectionery business for sale Large, Davis.
46-tf.
ington's,
the
outer
Friday
night,
«
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elrr.<r
Jameson
anu
clean stock—excellent prospects. Also I
dozen at Stover's. Rockland—adv.
Wlllys-Knlght
de
luxe
sedan,
safotg
—
son Elmer Jameson returned Monday grass fire near the Jenkins place an gloss, all up to the minute Price righr ' •*
Apply at 71 TILLSON AVE . Rockland
’
lrom Roslindale where they had visit Weston Hill.
OUR SPECIAL
WARREN
53*56 i I
A Mother's Day sermon will be de ___________________________
ed
their
daughter
Mrs.
Henry
Mc
ASSORTMENT
SELLINO out—Exceptionally line pair . I
Chester Wyllie is driving a r.ew Oraw and family since the previous livered Sunday morning at the Uap- farm horses. Alto one good cow. R E
A big box specially planned for
CUTTINO,
Warren.
54*56 I
™ a
Thursday. They were accompanied j tlst Church; Bible school at noon; ' TW/-, '.Vn,;...
V-8 Ford coach.
------ 2----------- :-----------EXCELLENT home for handy man In
TWO MEDIUM ana one large Ice 1 exchange for services. Please lurnlsh
Mothers Day
home
by
Miss
Susan
Stevens
who
has
Christian
Endeavor
at
6;
a
song
serv' Those who attended thc annual
boxes for sale Practically new full Information and references. Write
been in Washington, D. C. during the ' !ce at 7, the pastor's topic to b? storage
Suitable for milk cooling or fresh fish { R E. care this office.
54*50
| storage. Must be sold at once at sac
' meeting cf the Lincoln Baptist Asso winter.
| "Short Cuts."
' rlflced prices. Act quick. O. A. LAWALADDIN LAMP PARTS at nil times.
ciation last Friday at Morriil were
Day old chicks While they last, RENCE co.. Inc . 492 Main St
52-57 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Robert Stevens and Christine Stevonly. 8% cents each; $1 per •J*ORSES for“le'’ i^chtd p“r' welgJ? -------- 1--------Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie and chil ens of Boston arrived Tuesday for a ,ISaturday
'
3000
Few other good horses, weigh I LADIES- Reliable hair noons at Rock.
1200 to 1300. at Frank Churchill's, Rock- . land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders
dren. Paul Oxton, Rev. and M.‘-s. visit with their aunt Miss Susan , dozen at Stover's, Rockland.—adv. 11 port
ERNEST HOWARD.
ss.sa
™”rl
54*56 I. solicited. o
H. e'
C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
j Howard A. Welch. Mrs. Emily Hodg Stevens.
52-tf
Mrs. Carrie Young cf North Cu h1933 WALL PAPER. 300 samples. 5c
kins Mrs. Mary Richmond, Mrs. ing. who recently suffered a broken {
per roll up; 100 patterns under 15c.
Will call with samples upon request.
Susie Oxton, Mrs. Laura Seavey, Mau hip, was the pleated recipient cf 73 j
POUND
Paper hanging anti carpentry at reason
rice Wyllie. Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Mrs. cards and several letters in the post- ;
able prices
ELMER AMES. Ingraham
HUI. Tel. 1293
56*58
Carrie Butler and daughter Joyce and card shower given her last Thursday.
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
Mrs. Minerva Marshall.
Mrs. Young was a former resident ol I
tion guaranteed. Called Ior nnd deliv
ered Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
Among those from Warren who at Warren.
HARDWARE CO.. 408 Malli St.. City.
tended Knox Pc.nona Saiurday at
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stahl visited I
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
Hope Corner Orange were Mrs. Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hilt at Rock
order. Keys made to lit locks when
tha Kalloch, Mr. ard Mrs. Samue land Sunday. They also called on |
original keys are lost. House, Office or
Car Code books provide keys for all
j E. Norwood, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Jud«on
i locks without bother. Scissors and
, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Williamson (Eliza- |
Benner, Herbert Waltz, Miss Shirley ...
; Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea, .
beth Moore) who have recently
! sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Payson. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stah.
I 408 Main St.. Rockland Tel 791
52-tf
bought a plaea at Rockland High
and Mrs. Emily Hodgkins. A good
lands.
meeting was reported with Rep. Louis j
STRAWBERRY PLANTS for
sale,
The high school play "Where's 1
A. Walker of Rockland, an able
growing at Olencove. W C. I.UFKiN.
"Roxmont"
Lodge.
Rockland.
Tel.
44-3;
Orandma?"
will
bc
presented
at
the
speaker, furnishing the address.
If your roof needs painting it should be done now!
__ _____________
52*57
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch at Tcwn hall Friday evening at 8 o'clock '
HORSE for sale, five-years-old. sound.
BEST GRADE ROOF PAINT, 85c GALLON
good worker and driver; weight 1300 lbs
tended Thursday evening the evan daylight. It is brimful of amusing j
W M UPHAM. Union. Tel 6-3
54*56
gelistic meeting, Rev. Homer Grimes, situations and shculd furnish more
70c PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON CANS
THREE small places for sale, suitable
rpeaker, which was held at the Little- than two hours of entertainment.
for henneries. 3 to 15 acres. 47.40 to
4850. V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St.
licld Memorial Church in Rcckland. Robbins Orchestra of Union will play
Tel. 1080.__________
45-tf
Rev. Emerson Herrick, a lonner between the acts and for the dance
St. REGIS Raspberry plants aud How
ard 17 strawberry plants for sale. OVER
Warren boy, now preaching at Wayne, folic wing at Glover hall.

52-tf

A Gift for Your Best Girl . . .

Mother

MISCELLANEOUS

SUNDAY, MAY 14

Look at Our—

FRESH

PEPPS AND CHECKS
29c lb.
DELICIOUS

PEANUT BUTTER CHIPS
29c lb.
ONE POUND BOXES

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
25c lb.

TRELLISES

OLD ENGLISH TOFFEE

35c and 50c each

25c lb.

LAWN CHAIRS, $3.50 each

COCOANUT RUFFS
33c Ib.

PLANT BOXES, $2.00 each

ASSORTED JELLY DROPS
2 lbs. 35c

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

took part in the services Sunday
The fire department answered two
merning at the Congregational 1 calls last week, one Thursday aJterChurch. Iu tlie afternoon, accom- i neon to a grass file at Charles Well-

ROCKLAND. MAINE

NESS SARKESIAN. 157 Middle St. Tel
568-W._______________
48-57
SMALL farm Ior .sale at small price at
West Washington, on Rt. 101. House
newly papered and painted. ERNEST

C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.

46-tf

52-tf

Every-Other-Day
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DID NOT WORK IN VAIN

OClETY.

IM O N T O N

Parent-Teacher Association Reviews Worthy Deeds Of
the Past Year—Blaisdell Again President

The annual meeting of the ParentMr. and Mrs. Thomas Shaw have Teacher Association brought out an
returned from Belfast where they interested group of members and
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. friends, who listened with evident
John Mace Morrison.
*
i pi ide to the accomplishments of the
------organization as presented in the rcMf- land Mrs. Hiarold Whitehill port of Herman Hart. These included
and daughter Patricia are spending ( ver $500 expended for milk for untwo weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Har- dernourished children, $50 for thc
risen Whitehill In Thomaston.
School Band, and sizable donations
------1 for shoes and other commodities for
Mrs. Charles Beverage of North needy students.
Haven is visiting her sister, Mrs.
While the average attendance at the
Emma Thurston, at The Highlands. meetings continues to be dishearten-

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

Mr. Blaisdell called attention to the
operetta to be put on for the benefit
of tho milk fund Juno 1-2, under the
direction of Mrs. Esther Rogers,
assisted by Miss Adelaide Cross for
dance features. The cast will Include
children from Grades 3 to 6, and the
Judge and Mrs. William H. Fisher
admission price will be low to enable
are expected to return to Augusta
everyone to attend. Mr. Blaisdell
today at the conclusion cf the court
also announced the series of broad
term. Mrs. Fisher has been shown
casts being given by the Joint Com
many social attentions during her
mission on the Emergency in Educa
Rockland sojourn.
tion. and appealed to everyone to
Continuing through SATURDAY, MAY 13th, with thc Lowest Prices Ever, and with Commodity Prices Gen
“listen in" to the authoritative
Miss Ruth Russell has been homfc
erally Advancing, now is the time to buy. Last Saturday business in this store far exceeded our highest expec- ISl
------------ 1------------------------ speakers.
from Kents Hill Seminary.
j The Hatetoquitit Club met Tues- j
Mr. Blaisdell In this announcement
tations.
Mr. and Mrs. James Boyman of
evening with Mrs. Mabel Thorncalled attention to the grave situation
pertaining to education, saying that
Portland were weekend guests of | dike.
vital subjects of study in many com
their daughter Mrs. Harold Greene.
------munities are being eliminated, classes
On their return they were accomA reception ls to be tendered Mr3.
All Brands Including Pequot at Lowest
50 ineh Damask; Blue. Rose, Cold, Rust
enlarged beyond ah possibility of
panied by Mrs. Greene and daugh- Bertha S. Soule, president of the
Prices
and Green
All Wool Axininvter; Beautiful Patterns
effective teaching, supervising aban
ter Ruth, who are to visit them for1 State Relief Corps, Monday night
Per yard—
doned. staffs reduced, salaries cut
a few weeks.
in Freeport, her home town. Sev____
eral Rockland members are planning
terms shortened and health provisions
COTTAGE SETS
slighted.
The Diligent Dames are having an to attend.
Miss Winifred Coughlin, a gradu
all-day gathering tomorrow at the I
-------I Colored Voiles and French 9
ate of Rcckland Hign School and oi
Dynamite Beach cottage of Mrs.
Miss Ann Flanagan has returned
quisette
Fred L. Linekin. Mrs. M. F. Love- j to Portland after visiting her
Gorham Normal School, who, after
feur and one-haif years in library
joy will be assisting hostess.
brother, John H. Flanagan.
50 inches wide; in two weaves
27 inches wide; $1.50 value. Per yard—
i work in Brooklyn, has come to fill the |
Per yard—
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
position of librarian at the Rockland j
Mrs. William O. Cummings who I
Society of the Methodist Church j has been at the home of Mr. and
Public Library, spoke on the relation
meets this evening at the home of j Mrs. Wallace E. Spear for several
of the library to the school and the
parent, touched upon the ever in
Mrs. Thelma Stanley.
weeks is now with Mr. and Mrs.1
creasing demand for reading material 1
Donald G. Cummings, North Main
Mrs. Velma Marsh was hostess to street.
ln the juvenile department, even I
Chummy Club Tuesday evening
Always the Best Leaders in Style
though lt was found necessary to dis
All Sixes; Highest Quality; 9x12 Ft. Sixe
with card honors falling to Mrs.
an(j Mrs. George W. Foster
worker wherever found Is "Joe" pense with the juvenile librarian, and
said that during this period of slack- j
Thomas McKinney and Mrs. Bertha were ln Portland Monday, guests of
Blaisdell. re-elected president
ness parents should make it an op
Higgins.
Mrs poster’s cousin Mrs. J. M.
AND I P
. Kaler and daughter Mrs. Edward G. ingly small, the year has been on» of portunity to read mor? themselves and
Other Sixes in Proportion
Thomas Anastasio is chairman o
profit and vivid interest. Outstand get closer to their children in their
Vaill.
the card party this evening at K. of
ing of course was the State Congress leading pursuits. In th? larier state
C. hall under the auspices of the
Mrs. Henry Jordan entertained held in this city in October of last ment, parents are divided into three
Knights rtf Oolumbus. Play wil!
the T.&E Club yesterday for sew year, which brougnt to Maine for the groups—those who desire thur chil
I
(ine Lat New Organdie Blouses. Faeh(inc lot Nrw Sweaters;
veaten; our regular U9e
begin at 8.
first time a National president. Mrs dren to read yet do not in'Mtlgate ;
ing.
Values.
nes. For
Fi —
DISCOUNT on All Corsets During
carefully
what
they
are
reading
those
■
_____
Hugh Bradford of Sacramento.
ThLs Sale
The E.F A. Club played cards yes
Among the many social attentions j Other notable workers ii- the Na- who do not care what their children I®
terday afternoon at tbe home of Mrs.
read,
and
those
who
really
are
con1
shown Capt. and Mrs. Fred S. Pack- tional Association present were Mrs
F. L. Newbert.
ard of Oalveston. Texas, during their Charles H. Remington of Provid°ncc cerned with the reading habits of
their children.
Miss Carrie Sherrills is visiting recent Rockland visit was a dinner and Mrs. Charles H. Roe of Denvei.
PILLOWS
• » • •
The
local
association
assumed
th*'
given
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
T.
friends ln Middletown, Conn, for
Cretonne
Covered
Pure Silk Floss Filling;
Full Size; Fast Color
Miss Coughlin stressed the point I
Flint of Thomaston at the Flint cot chairmanship of the Chautauqua
about six weeks.
a New Lot, Just Arrived. Each—
Another
Shipment
of
Full
Fashioned.
which reached many people with its that the library is studying al! the
tage. Holiday Beach.
First Quality in Service Weight or Chilton:
cultural and entertaining programs. time to put the best in reading mat- j
Mrs. Fred Disch of East Orange,
a usual $1.00 Value. For—
AND I P
N. J., and son Freddie are visiting
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper was host A mass meeting designed to discuss ter before the young people, and that
COTTON FILLED for 19c
Capt. and Mrs E. L. Morris. They ess to the Outing Club at luncheon the status of the public schools was at all times the staff is ready to con- J
a high light of the season. The list suit with teachers and with parents
will be Joined Saturday by Mr yesterday.
of speakers who have brought vital ss to the best methods to form cor
Disch who will spend his vacation
here. Mrs. Morris observed her 80th
Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Smith messages have included Rev. E. O rect reading habits. Thc talk was
81x99, Siamlesc, Rica hed Sheets. Each—
birthday yesterday.
motored to Portland Sunday accom Kenyon, rector of St. Peter’s Episco- rich in information and thought.
A delightful feature of the meeting
One Lot All I.incn Stevens Check Crash
panied by Mrs. Arthur Smith and fal Church; Representatives L. A
Yard—
Day old chicks while they last, daughter Natalie who had been Walker and N. A. Fogg; Mrs. Anne was the presentation of the citizen
Snow, prominent in many patriotic ship medal to a Junior High (Grade
Saturday only, 81.- cents each; $1 per their guests for a week.
All Other Grades, Including Pequot, at
activities; Miss Winifred Cough VIII i student by the Knox County
doaen at Stover's, Rockland—adv.
laiwest Prices
Chapter,
Sons
of
the
American
Revo

lin,
librarian
of
the
Public
Library,
The Tuesday Night Bridge Club
met with Mrs. Daniel Snow. Prize and others. At each meeting a short lution, represented by John L. Tewks
winners were Mrs. Clifton Cross, program featuring some schcol ac- bury cf Camden .State and County
J. SIMONTON CO.-fafafgf2JZJg^JgJgrarenraramzjzjzrejaranjBraramzK
Mrs. Lawrens? Leach and Mrs. Clara tivity has been presented, such as president; E. K. Gould, State histothe School Band. Senior and Junior llan; Homer E. Rcbinson, vice presi
Curtis.
EDUCATIONAL CLUB ' ler B<’ftha Otbettn. Annie I. Flint.
High Orchestras, glee'clubs, playlets, dent; Herbert W. Keep, trea-urer. ar.d
\
.I Etta Covel, Alice Hall, Lenore BenL.
A.
Thurston
secretary.
Hannibal Philbrick has returned demonstrations, etc., designed to
FOR
TONIGHT AT THE
Final
Meeting
of
a
Highly
ner. Minnie Rogers. Priscilla HicnWith Muriel McPhee at thc piar.o
to Winthrop after visiting his demonstrate projects and undertak
ardson. Carrie Crockett. Ada Hewett
the
student
body,
headed
by
Russell
Profitable Season — Mrs.
ings of the school system
brother. E. H. Philbrick.
SPANISH VILLA RINK
! Mrs Ralph Loring. Mabel Harding, j
Nash, marched to thc auditorium
These officers were elected:
Rich Was Re-elected
I
Janette
Dunton,
Jennie
Wilson.
MaMiss Amber Elwell who has been
President — Principal Joseph E. Miss Ellen J. Cochran, principal of
1 bel Wiley, Etta Sanborn, Gertrude
Junior High, presented Col. Gould,
very ill at her home on Spruce street ’ Blaisdell.
At the last meeting of the Wom
CHAMPION SKATERS’ PARTY
Oliver, Leona Risteen. Lilia Clark,
shows a slight improvement.
vice President—Mrs. Ruth Elling who. after brief remarks pertaining an's Educational Club, a very enthu
Vndtir the Management of
j
Lilia
Williams;
secretary,
Mrs.
Winto the value of the medal, which siastic one, Senator A. C. McLoon
wood.
i
nie
Horton;
treasurer,
Mrs.
Zaida
Miss
Ida
Cushing
of
Boston
is
the
comes from the National Society, in gave the club an instructive talk on ,
This First Run Feature
Treasurer—Herman Hart.
MR. AND MRS. WENDELL CHAPLES
guest of her sister, Mrs. John H
troduced Mr Tewksbury, who io a Legislature doings and Mrs Editn!, Winslow; auditor, Mrs. Clara Emery.
Secretary—Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy.
Will Be Presented
Flanagan. Willow street.
fitting manner presented the med?' Gardiner, State supervisor of the 1 The annual report of Mrs. Winnie
Auditor—Dr. James Kent.
SEVEN-PRIZE CONTESTS—SEVEN
Horton, club secretary, was an inter
President Blaisdell has worked un to Miss Vieno Kangas, the student ' Home for Girls, delivered a highly in
Mrs Roscoe McKinney enter tiringly for the success of the Asso •,vho through scholarship, character teresting address on "Our Delinquent esting review of the many fine meet
SHAVING 7.00 TD 11.15
GRAND MARCH AT 9.30
tained the Cheerful Circle last night ciation. as has Allan F. McAlary. pro and general conduct won the coveted Girls.” O. A Harrison, general agent ings and picnics held during the seaSHOWS AT 2.00, 6.45. 8.45
EVERYBODY INVITED
at a birthday supper honoring Mrs gram chairman, who has been Mr. prize. Miss Kangas acknowledged the of the Orand Trunk-Canadian Na f son.
REGl'LAR PRICES
56’lt
The key women arc Mary Perry
H. Pearl Studley.
honor in a charming way.
Blaisdell's strong right arm.
tional Railways presented motion pic
i Rich. Rebecca Ingraham. Ida Sim
tures calculated to Inspire interest in
Miss Ruth Lawrence returns to
mons. Edith Fuller. Clara Spalding,
ond degrees were practic’d by the d" • traveling through the localities served
MISS CLARA A. WOODMAN
j Elim Dyer, Lena Merrill. Etta Covel,
day from Rochester. N. Y.. where
gree team during the lecturer's hour. by those corporations.
Priscilla Richardson These members
FRI.-SAT.
she has been attending the Ameri- ■ Miss Clara A. Woodman, 80, a
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney of
These officers were elected;. Presi
can Festival at the Eastman School resident of metropolitan Boston for Bicoklvn, N. V’. have been at their dent. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich; honor have been instrumental in collecting
While a City Shrieks in
finances. The members last by death
of Music from which Miss Lawrence
than a
cenlury dlfd Ma„ summer home The Knoll.
Terror!
ary vice presidents. Ellen Dyer, Re
were
Eliza
Hovey.
Harriet
Stumbo.
is a graduate.
The M C R.R. local time schedule I becca Ingraham, Clara Spalding, Ida |
9. at the home of Mrs. J. C.< S
...
an
apelike
monster from
Minnie Simmons, Lillian Webster.
the prehistoric world . . •
Mrs. Olive Sylvester. Mrs. MilUe Taber. 23 Norman road. Newton follows: East Bound. 8.51 a. m.; 1.12 Simmons, Lena Merrill, Anne V Minnie Cobb and Corenna Gardner.
strangely stirred by wom
p. m.. 8.11 p. m.; Sundays, 8.55 a. m.; Flint, Abbie Richardson, Edith FutThomas. Mrs. Herbert Hall., Mrs. Highlands.
Those who have been present at
an's beauty .. . rushes over
West
bound,
7.37
a.
m.;
2.09
p.
m.,
4
38
Viva Kalloch. Mrs. Fred Achorn. Mrs.
Miss Woodman was a native of
streets and rooftops . . .
every meeting: Mrs Mary Perry
wrecking autos . . . break
Raymond Cross and Mrs. Henry G Liberty, Me. and was employed for p. m.; Sundays, 3.17 p. m.
Rich, thc president, who has the rare
The Meenahga Sewing Club will
ing walls!
Jordan carried off bridge honors at »»ny years by F. W Wise Company
distinction of being the president and
held
an
all-day
session
May
17
with
the party Monday evening at the | of 177 Milk street. Boston. She was
present at every meeting of the club
home of Mrs. Clara Curtis, given head bookkeeper of the concern dinner served at noon.
during its 13 years of Interesting,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Newburn of
under the ausnices of the Past "hen she retired a year ago. The
profitable work; Mrs. Zaida Winslow.
Presidents' Association of Edwin funeral will be held Thursday after- Staten Island NY.. are guests of Mr.
Janet Dunton, Lena Merrill, Abbie
noon at 3 o'clock from the upper and Mrs. Foster Jameson.
Conners. Ada Hewett, Eva Loring.
Libby Relief Corps. Another party ,
. chapel at Mt. Auburn cemetery. ■ Notice of the death of Wendall
Mabel Wiley.
is planned for the near future.
| Burial w'Ul be at Liberty, Me.
\ Sheridan Howard has been published
The meetings have been well atHer only near relative is Samue! in the Boston papers. Mr Howard
i tended and show an increasing interWARREN MAN HONORED
i Baldwin, retired municipal organisi native of Rochester, N. H„ was marj est, which is justly merited by thc
I r;:d to Miss Ruth Levensaler of this
superior quality of Ihe programs
1 Jo'eph A. Lockie Wins Three Gold , of New York Citytown, and at one time was manager
Medals From Washington C. of C.
There are two life members, Mary
of ihe local theatre ana conducted a
WALDOBORO
Perry Rich and Nina Gregory.
Residents of Warren will be proud I
. . .clothing business here. His death
to learn that in the recent award •
Haro’.d Rider has bought the Wight « was caused by injuries received m an
MISS ELIZABETH M. Lr PRO DON
ing of thc gold honor medals by the tarm from Mrs. Mary Wight Carleton accident in Bccton, where lie had reChamber of Commerce of Washing-1 and will move his family there.
I;.d?d for several years.
Mbs Elizabeth Matilda LeProhon.
Take Their Place in the
D.
C.,
Joseph
A.
Lockie
was\
a
.
delegation
from
the
Baptist
daughter of the late Dr. Edward
ton
"I've got a new idea. Fortune In it."
Sun!
given three out Cf the five awards. 1 Church attended the annual meeting
Philip and Lucy Helen Green LePro
-"What now?"
of
the
Baptist
Association
in
Dam

Five gold medals arc awarded
“It's an alarm clock that emits the ■ Many new styles just ar hen cf Portland, died Thursday in
every two years by the Chamber of ariscotta.
Laconia, N. H. Miss LeProhon was a
delicious odors of frying bacon and
rived. Buy your
Commerce for the best plans for
Dr. E. G. Abbott of Portland was in
fragrant coffee."—Tattler.
direct
maternal descendant of Lucy
five buildings of different types, the this place professionally last week.
GRADUATION SHOES Hanccck Bowes, sister of Gov. John
buildings being erected during thai
Mrs. Benjamin Reed and sons cf
FAMILIAR PAGEANTRY
NOW PLAYING
" NOW!
Hancock. Since her retirement.from
Portland have been guests at G W. i A bird picks up the ravelled edge of day
same period.
j Swift-threading It with song
Uneasy I
Mr. Lockie was born in Warren, Simmons.’
“SWEEPINGS” witli LIONEL BARRYMORE
wind
TIES, FRONT STRAPS, teaching in the public schools ot
son rtf Joseph and Mary Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Richards of Forgotten by the sunset, moves behind
Ma-cachusetts,
she
had
made
her
Bright armored grass, and blades are
PUMPS
Lockie and grandson of John L. Damariscotta were recent visitors in
turned away
hemo with her sister, Mrs. Albert J.
Mon.-Tues.-Wed
KIIOWS
From dusk, marauding with Its captive
Sites
AAA to C
Stevens.
His early years were town.
band
LaFrance at Laconia. She was a
2.06,
6.45, 8.45
Heels: French, Cuban
Mrs. W. A. Speare and Mrs. B. G. Of sea and earth-born odors. Transient
passed in Warren until he tcok up
member
of
tlie
American
Society.
the study of architecture in Wash M.iier aic passing the week In Mllli- pO|sc(j luminous between the day and
Daylight
Prices:
Daughters of the American Revolu
I
night,
I
ington at the University of Wash nockct
Time
Measures the scene and with accus- 1
tion, and of the Laconia Woman's
Mrs. Haroid Glidden entertained
tomed hand
ington.
Beguiles
the
laggard
evening
sentinels
Club. Besides Mrs. LaFrance, she is
It is most unusual for one person thc Brunettes at the Monday eve Into their starry watch—admonishing
survived by another sister, Mrs. Wil
to receive more than one of these ning meeting. Next week thc last Their pale reluctancy, and vanishing.
Companioned by the wise wind that
liam P. Waith of Rockland.
Every Cent of Proceeds
meeting
cf
the
ciub
Uns
season
will
honor medals and Mr. Lockie's
Impels
Winged river-mist to shield from start*
Requiem mass was sung in St.
be htid with Miss Helen Bond.
Will Go To Relieve
achievement is quite outstanding.
. i
led sight
Jos:ph's
church, Laconia. with iftterAt
the
Monday
evening
meeting
o:
.
too
sudden
vision
of
an
April
night.
Friends in Wafitn are offering
Distress at Ellsworth
Meenahga
Grange
the
first
and
see1
Wa
«"
gui
'
rlte
XacAtxiaan
*■>
"^ndment
in
Calvary cemetery.
56-lt
their hearty congratulations.
ss
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............. . .............. 770 or 794

OUR. ELEVENTH

Anniversary Sale

OVER DRAPERY

SHEETS AND SHEETING

$1.98

49c

MONKS CLOTH

59c, 79c, $1.00

39c

$1, $1.50, $1.98, $2.50

39c

STAIR CARPET

$1.00

QUAKER LACE
CURTAINS

SWEATERS

AXMINSTER RUGS

ORGANDIE BLOUSES

CONGOLEUM RUGS

$6.95

CORSETS

59c

BED SPREADS

SILK HOSE

25c

79c, $1.95

TOWELING

SHEETS & PILLOW SUPS

59c

RAYON BLOOMERS
VESTS AND PANTIES
29c; 4 for $1.00

59c

9c

ELLSWORTH
RELIEF

SUNDAY, MAY 14

“42nd
Street”

$2.95, $3.50, $3,95

STRAND

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
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THE ELLSWORTH AFTERMATH
As Seen

NEW BANK FINDS FAVOR

By Local News Representatives—Ellsworths

Estimate Of Fire Loss Is $1,250,000

| stock today is not worth anything ex
cept for assessment purposes, h«*
of Financial Institutions which had raid.
the controlling interest. This de
Reber* H ITouso. who became one
veloped from Mr. Isaacson the state of the meetings principal dibatfis
ment that the only person who can cxpresr?d with some emphasis thc
lay assessment against that corpora opinion that Financial Institutions
tion is the comptroller of currency. should rot "work the banks to sui
Tlie additional liability for the 727 themselves."
other shares had beer, taken into ac
"Arc the same people going back
count.
♦n ’un the new bank?" he asked.
The committee appointed on the "For whose interests are you up
motion of Mr. Thompson will call a there?" he demanded of Chairman
meeting of the depositors as soon as Payson.
it can be done conveniently.
"Insulting your chairman will rot
E. S Vose of Cushing thought the save your deposits or preserve your
committee of five too small.
solf-respect,” replied Mr. Payson
"Aie you a depositor in the Ro-kIn the course of the running de
land National?'' asked Mr. Thomp bate Mr. Lsancson explained that
son
there was not a dollar's worth of
“I am."
paper in the Rockland National
•Rev. W. S. Rounds expressed a Bank in connection with Financial
doubt that $500,000 would fully rep Institutions, Central Maine Power
resent the Security Trust Company's Company or the Insull interests
liquid assets, but Mr. Isaacson ex Financial Institutions simply had
plained that the idea is not to load control of the common stock, and did
up the new bank too heavily. The n->t speculate with that money. A
• Continued from Page One)

Among the many scores of Knox only in this instance a newspaper got
County residents who visited the a break, and the home of the Ameri
scene of the Ellsworth conflagration can did not burn, although directly at
this week were two members of The the rear other structures did.
Courier-Gazette staff, who saw con
Asked for his views as to the total
ditions from a most favorable angle loss sustained Editor Emery admit
Tuesday, after the flames had died ted that he was probably much more
down, and there remained only a thin conservative than those who had
wreath of smoke here and there as a made estimates for the city papers.
reminder of the terrific holocaust
“I should say that it was about
which swept diagonally across the $1,250,000," he declared.
Which is much better than tne1
city during Sunday night's gale.
Thc area was burned as clean as it three million in Tuesday's papers, and
was possible for flames to do it. A thc two million in yesterday’s papers.1
But the situation is drear enough, f
few brick walls standing, and chim
neys as erect as the day they were combined with the financial difficul
built, but no debris except glass and ties in which that community, like
metals ln the basements of what had many others, finds itself; and without j
once been stores, residences, churches, aid from the Reconstruction Finance;
etc.
Corporation lt is not easy to see how J
Somebody had done a marvelously Ellsworth can become a Phoenixlike j
quick job ln clearing the streets of ' city.
w the fire zone, and armed with unre
Crossing tlie Hancock-Waldo bridge
stricted passes issued by the National the press representatives were told’
Ouardsmen, The Courier-Gazette tliat Monday's traffic had been tre
representatives wandered cleanshod mendous. and the officials were some
and at will over the devastated area. what surprised when the newspaper
(Continued from Page One)
Men who had once owned property men opined that it would be ever. ,
there applied for passes that they larger next Sunday, when everybody j onto a hillside where I had a chance
might see what the ruins still held is free tc go.
to glimpec a birds-tve view of this
Townspeople looking on Irom the side
miniature Manhattan
lines were grim and silent, but when
STRAND THEATRE
At numerous stopping places on
questioned concerning the fateful
Never has Beauty had such an ;
night were unanimously of thc opin amazing champion as the Beast the way to Rumford we had discussed
ion that It was too terrible to de which fights for Fay Wray ln "King the banking situation witn persons
scribe.
Kong,” coming Friday and Saturday. whom we m?t and they were uniform
High ln a majestic elm which
In this sensational film is an ap? ly dismayed about it Expecting to
stands in front of one set of ruins was 5C feet tall—taller than the jungle
get a similar reply I as'ted the same
still hanging an overcoat. How it t^ees in which he places her while he
question of the clerk at Hotel Harris
got that high could be explained only protects her, in ferocious combat,
"O. K. here." was his smiling reply,
by such a gale as that which struck from weird and huge dinosaurs and a
"we have two of the best banks in the
terror to the hearts of the people who pterodactyl, a winged horror that tries
State, and both are open for busi
saw the destroying element swept be to steal her. But the terrors that
ness."
fore lt.
beset the girl and Robert Armstrong
Concerning An Oxford Bear
On one lot. which had been occu and Bruce Cabot. In the jungles are
Traveling through the Oxford hills
pied by an undertaking establish magnified when they take the great
ment. stood three metal coffins. end ape to New York. Thinking the girl j I recalled the time when Knox Crunon end, typical of the fate which in danger. "King Kong" breaks his ty Republicans helped nominate John
had befallen the Hancock County iron bonds and runs wild through thc P Swaiey of Canton for Representa
metropolis.
city.
Traffic, elevated railways, tive to Congress. The Oxford Coun
Telephone crews, always first on buildings suffer from the strength of ty delegation had a stuffed bear as
hand after a disaster, were working this prehistoric animal with the mascot, and so delighted were the
members with Knox County suppor'
all over the area, and from one man strength of a locomotive.
hole peered the genial features of a
For the greatest thrill you hav? that they immediately said "Yes."
Rockland boy. Bill Flanagan.
ever seen reserve the climax in which, when I audaciously asked if we might
The calmest person the visitors saw from atop the highest building in the have the mascot to take home. Sub
In Ellsworth was Editor R. C. Emery wc/id. "King Kong" battles with his sequently the bear was presented to
of the Ellsworth American. His posi fist lh; pursuit planes lhat are try the Rockland Elks lodge, and may
tion was somewhat like that of the ing to kill him by pump.ng him full still be at the Home. I thought of
boy who stood on the burning deck. of machine gun bullets!—adv.
this memorable incident as we passed

AMONG THE OXFORD BEARS
through Canton, homeward bound.
I also recalled that Bob Webster
once taught in that town.
I “Canton appreciates your visit,"I reads that town's welcome sign.
! Livermore, a rather straggling vil
lage. was housing for the moment a
State road crew which had alreadybegun to tar the roads.
Passing throusffi North Turner wc
came upon an abandoned trolley line
—an unfortunate spectacle which on-now often beholds traveling through
the State—or any other State for
! that matter.
The gale which aided that night ir.
Ellsworth's conflagration was kicking
up quite a sea at Lake Auburn, but Its
blue surface was peopled with many
fishers, and nearby many carloads of
motorists had assembled to watch a
ball game.
Baseball players and fishermen
were mui n in evid- nee throughout
j the day.
The balance ot thc journey was
{ over oft-covered territory, every mile
1 cf it a source of pleasure with azure
skies overhead and the green foliage
which vanished only when we neared
; the seacoast of Knox County.
' Total mileage. 240. and the engine
never ceased to purr contentedly.
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rwo CARS

AND THE STORY OF TWO MEN WHO BOUGHT THEM

Every-Other-Day

THE WIRELESS BOYS
national bank is pot allowed to owa ;
If he went native, in so far as that
IN MOTHER'S HONOR
any stock. The purpose of the bank
he must have spent his siestas as they
is to Invest, not to speculate. Bonds Live Program Promised For Tonight's Current Issue of “The Voice do, basking ill the rays of old Sol.
Meeting—Ken White To Speak
classed as A and double A in 1921
Gardening cn a bigger scale than
of the M. S. P.” Is a Very
are now anywhere from BI to C3.
ever is to be undertaken this year as
What promises to be one of the
Creditable Production
evidenced by what was seen and
Mr. House thought the bankers most interesting and Instructive
heard when wc went out the other
showed poor judgmeftt in their invest
meetings of the Knox County Ama Inside prison walls there is no in dry to hav? a look around. (S'great
ments in the late 20's.
teur Wireless Association is planned mate so hardened that he does not to be a newspaper man, gives ya an
Mayor Richardson took the floor at
keep a warm corner in his heart for excu e to go out for news, etc.) But
this Juncture to say that the city had for tonight. “Ken" White, W1BOF.
borrowed thousands of dollars from j has agreed to give a talk on the re "Mother," and this spirit Is nicely going back to gardening. Tne land is
the'banks, that it had enabled the city cent A.R R.L. Convention in Hart reflected in the current issue oi "Vox" now ready for planting and the acre
to keep its schools going, and that he ford. A great many matters of im —"The Voice oi the M. S. P." age has been Increased. Already
with the klr.dly features of an elderly cnlcr. t... p:a', a paragus and rhu
had absolute faith in the integrity ot
portance regarding the amateur op
woman beaming down fioni Its cover. barb have t:en planted. Ttie straw
the management Liquidation now
would be ruinous, he believed, and all erator status were discussed, and And on other pages of Editor berry field planted last year looked
the corfld’nce in the world ought to plans made for carrying them out. L'Italien's paper are to be found an fine and in cur mind's eye we saw.
be shown in the new bank.
Every member of the association will epen letter to mothers, signed "Youi well, what wc saw made our mouths
water. In thc Repository Solatorium
"It's all right for the mayor to talk benefit from the first-hand inlor- Boy," and other timely tributes.
The April population statistics show wc saw seedlings of lettuce, caullabout somebody else's money." com niation that "Ken" has brought and
11 commitments for the month, one ltwcr, celery, tematoss, etc., of the
mented Mr. Thompson
should make every effort to attend.
latter there aie 3500 plants and that
"It’s thc citizens' money,” replied
In addition to the above speaker pardoned and 10 pair led
means
a lot of tomatoes.
Among
the
news
items
in
this
issue
the mayor.
an effort Is being made to have an
Don't forget to write to mother
An interrogator wanted to know the other well known in t he city, who are;
We've had some new arrivals at May 14.
difference between common stock and will also interest the members.
our
new piggery—26 little piggies and
preferred stock.
So-o-o-o-o-o, • apologies to Ed
MY MOTHER'S EYES
"Common stock," said Mr. Isaacson, Wynne), every member should not more on the way.
To Mrs E M—By request
Charles Brown who was laid up for
"is liable to assessment when a only plan to be present but obligate
first a babe with glad surprise.
quite some time with a broken arm, When
bank becomes impaired or insolvent, himself to do so.
I looked into my mother’s eyes.
Clasped
in her arms, a warm, snug nest.
has
taken
over
his
work
as
"barn
and the holders are asked to pay as
To climax the program Barney
Ah! What a heaven was that, and rest.
much again. Preferred stockholders “Damon” Jones, the old "Maestro of man."
childhood days with all Its fears.
Mr. Adams farm superintendent In
are not liable."
Magic" will pull out rabbits, dogs
My mother’s eyes oft dimmed with
tears;
Representative Louis A. Walker was snails, and what have you from the has started the extension of thc
Watched over me with ceaseless care.
called upon. "I am in favor of con- | clothing of those present. Yowza. storage sheds. We've had a ripping That naught might harm, nor sin en
snare.
structive talk," he said. "Who could! Barney is going to put on some more good time tearing down the old shed)
And thus it’s been thc years along.
sell property now for 50 per cent of of the hundreds of acts in his reper to make rcom for the ntw ones.
Mid Joys and sorrows, grief and song.
what he could have received a few toire. Every member who has wit Soon now. the Goslin boys will My mother's eyes have followed me.
knock
.off
their
wood-chopping
and
, Blest mlnlstrants of sympathy.
years ago? Should we say that uruiei nessed his previous displays knows
those circumstances the owner of that that his acts alone are an evening's take ever again the handling of cur My mother s eyes, their light revealed.
I A love that could not be concealed;
“iron horses" <tractors).
property had mismanaged his busl- ’ entertainment.
I I see them now. aglow with love.
Thc farm “bushwhackers" have ' A benediction from above.
ness or been dishonest? Is that a lair! Now "Hams," here is an evening
Henry Felton Huse
inference? You are asking what be- - of good entertainment. Show your done pretty well this winter having
North Haven.
cut
about
150
cords
of
wood.
Officer
came of the undivided profits. There appreciation by attending. 73c es cul.
.u-gg
Vir.al with his prison crew have cut
you are up against a system of ac
about 100 cords. Not so bad consid
FRANKLIN ISLAND LIGHT
counting. Insolvency is more tech
ering the stormy days we've had.
nical than real, a careful, orderly j
C. E. Sherman, superintendent of
The jigsaw puzzle craze here is
and unhurried liquidation may pro
LigHlhouses.announces
thatat
Frank

gaining
in popularity as evidenced by
duce 100 cents on the dollar. This
meeting ought not to be solely tor the lin Island Light station the charac the increasing number cf puzzles
teristic of light is to be changed about coming in. A hew prisoner who cam?
purpose of asking why. but what are
Jung 1. to flashing white. 6 seconds, ln last week treught 25 cf them.
we going to do, and when? Forget
flash 1 second, eclipse 5 seconds. 670
Have you noticed the "coat of tan'
recriminations and base suspicions."
candlepower Hand bell to be discon the warden brought back with him
"Let's see," said Mr. House, "you're
from his trip to Panama. It looks as
the man who went to Legislature ano tinued
voted to cut everybody’s salary but
your own.”
"I'm not on trial," was the re-1
Joinder
I In justice to Representative i
Walker it should be stated that the
present Legislature could not legally |
pass upon its own salary, but tliat
when the Senate undertook to do so
the House declined to concur. Repre
sentative Walker was one of the
minority who voted in favor of cut
ting Legislative salaries. This ex
planation was furnished to the writer
this morning by Senator McLoon.)
An out of town depositor, Mr.
Brown by name, urged the assembly,
in the name of Heaven, to go forward
and not backward “I do want to
know where my money is." said he.
"but I can't get it by fighting about
it."
Frank H. Ingraham expressed thc
opinion that it was for the benefit of
the community, the depositors and all
s others concerned to get behind the
outlined plan, open the bank and get I
money in circulation. What ls the
• and convenient terms
next step?"
Mr. Isaacson explained that the plan
' did not need the consent of the stock
General
holders as it was governed by the
Federal Courts—the so-called Spo' kanS plan.
"Why nol immediate action?" he
I was asked.
"Because the money must first be !
j raised and placed. with the Federal
Reserve Bank in Eoston. We can
speed matters along as soon as this
is done If the money were available
Monday, the bank might be able to
reopen in four or five weeks."
“What becomes of the old stock?"
"It Is eliminated except for asscssFormer Price
New
Model
jnent. Double indemnity is paid in
installed Price
case a new bank is started."
S-44
Thomas Hocking of St. George
moved that a rising vote be given in
favor of the new Lank plan. While
8 67
there were many in the audience iuho
did not rise—and probably many who
10*
5 were not depositors—nobody arose
HT-70
when Chairman Payson asked for an
expression of those opposed.
City Solicitor Pike said that no
Alto Rerhirtinnt on Other Model*
: doubt thc great audience desired thc
, best plan of reorganization His in
terrogations revealed that the pre-1
SPECIFICATIONS ON THE ABOVE MODELS
| ferred stock will carry a dividend ol
S-44—Haa 4.4 cable feet food storage capacity—R square feet of shelf area. 44 lee
5 per cent on par of $100. the stock to
cubes at each freexing. Temperature control. Arid-resisting porcelain interior with
be sold at $120. yielding a little over
roaaded corners. Sturdy, chromium-plated hardware, etc.
4 per cent net.
g-67—Has 6.7 cable feet food storage capacity—11.6 square feet of shelf area. Slid
Then followed Mayor Richardson's
ing shelves. 64 lee cubes at each freexing. in four trayi. Temperature control. Acidmotion as to the appointment of the
resisting porcelain interior with rounded corners. Chromium-plated hardware, etc.
committee to arrange for stock sub- *
HT 70—This ia the NEW UH Model which attracts so much attention in our All' scriptions
Mr Hocking’s amendElectric Kitchen. Haa 7 ruble feet food storage capacity—12.3 square feet of shelf
1 ment that each community have a
area. 64 lee cubes al each freesing, in four trays. Porrrlaln interior and exterior;
! member was accepted.
Inside light; foot pedal door opener; new Monitor Top design; adjustable, sliding
•helves; Temperature Control and automatlr defrosting switch. Cornea equipped
Chairman Payson announces the
with these accessories: vegetable pan. wire fruit basket, glaas chiller tray and set
appointment of this committee, which
of eoveqpd glass food-containers.
is empowered to increase its member
ship if thc need is felt: William San
Sold with the regular
son. Kennedy Crane and John W.
Burns. Rockland; T. W. McKay. Cam
G. E. 4-Year Service Plan
den; E. S. Vcse, Cushing; Elbridge
Wircapaw, Friendship; Foy Brown
and H. Alton Levis North Haven,
C. L. Pascal and George W. Lane
Rockport; W. T. Hocking and Ernest
Rawley, St. Oeorge; S. O. Hurd,
South Thomaston; E. V. Shea. Spruce
Head; Frank McGuire, Stonington;
O. T. Newman, Swans Island; Lester
Mei rill, South Hope; Emma Jones.
Union; Freeman Roberts, Vinalha] vtn; Isaac Mank, Waldoboro; Charles
i Hyrler, Warren; B. H. Lincoln, Wash
ington; Stewart Orbeton, West Rock-
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PRICES

on

Monitor

Top

NOW
LOWERED!

$165.00
235.00
275.00

H. CURTIS ELLIOTT, 11 LOCUST A VE., NER ROCHELLE, N. Y.
URTIS ELLIOTT had been

C looking at cars for months.

He has to drive about 75 miles

a day, so economy is important.
“Then along came Plymouth’s
radio announcement. A 4 door
Six-Cylinder Redan for $510
sounded good to me. Today I’m
driving a Standard Plymouth.’’
•

•

•

Thanks, Mr. Elliott. We think
there are a lot of people who are
looking for this kind of a car.
The Standard has all thc fea
tures that made Plymouth fa
mous. It’s a 70 horse-powered
six on a 108-inchwheclbasc. With
Patented Floating Power engine
mountings . .. hydraulic brakes

... safety-steel bodies... Rigid-X,
double-drop frame.
And what a thrill these new
Standard Plymouth Six prices
are. People used to think that
Plymouth was higher than the
very lowest-priced cars.
Today...Plymouth prices are
as low as the lowest. And the
4-door sedan is today’s lowestpriced 6-cylinder 4-door Sedan!
Go see the new Plymouth today.
STANDARD PLYMOUTH SIX

*445
AND UP
F O. B DETROIT

Floating Power
engine mount
ings. Safety
Glass at extra
cost.Small down
payment. ..con
venient terms.

w. W. MAJOR, 2281 W. GRAND AVE., DETROIT, MICHIGAN
N

DETROIT people get the

latest facts about cars . . .
Ieven
before they happen.

So when Mr. Major heard that
Plymouth was going to bring out
a new long wheelbase car...it
sounded like just what he wanted.
“I'd been driving one of the
other low-priced cars." said Mr.
Major. “But I decided to look
at the new De Luxe.
“When Mrs. Major saw that
car...it was all over. It’s bigger
and smarter-looking than others
...and that's why we bought it.”
•
•
•

That’s a real compliment...com
ing from a Detroit automobile
buyer. The De Luxe is longer...

112-inch wheelbase. It's the
world's biggest low-priced six...
in inches and in value. With
Free Wheeling . . . all-silent
transmission... automatic clutch
at slight extra cost.
You'll like thc new smart ra
diator. You’ll like the beautifully
styled interior ... its deep wide
seats and handsome paneling.
Won’t you see the De Luxe
Plymouth before youbuyanycar?
DE LUXE PLYMOUTH SIX

*495
AND UP

■ower
lunt date
rlass
pIH

F O B DETROIT

TWO NEW PLYMOUTH SIXES
SOLD BY DODGE, DE SOTO AND CHRYSLER DEALERS •

see

Plymouth at chrysur motors buiiding, Chicago century of progress

Refrigerators

CENT!

POWX

j port.

$149.00
199.00
255.00
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